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Abstract
A new boson has been discovered and measurements are under way using the 7 TeV and 8 TeV
proton-proton collision data from the Large Hadron Collider to determine whether or not this is
the Higgs boson as predicted by the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM). Experimentally
measuring the nature of this particle’s couplings to other particles will help determine this. The
Standard Model Higgs boson is expected to be produced by a variety of production mechanisms.
The SM prediction is that the gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) and vector boson fusion (VBF) production
mechanisms are the two production processes with the highest and second-highest, rates respec-
tively.
This thesis concentrates on the study of the Higgs boson via its decay into two photons, which
was one of the key discovery channels. Part of this analysis is to measure the ratio (R) of these
rates using 13 fb−1 of ATLAS
√
s = 8 TeV proton-proton collision data and determine if R is
consistent with the SM prediction.
Using the diphoton decay channel, events were selected to form a category of data events
which is enriched in VBF events with little gluon-gluon fusion contamination. The selection
procedure was optimised using a boosted decision tree (BDT) multivariate classifier. The distin-
guishing feature of this analysis was that the BDT was trained using background events from the
data sample, so as to reduce the dependency on the modelling of the background processes. It
was shown that using a BDT classifier, the VBF signal significance improves by 24.0% relative to
the standard cut-based analysis and suffers from 12.0% less ggF signal contamination. Using this
event classification R was measured as
R = σV BF/(σggF +σV BF) = 0.037±0.067(stat)±0.035(syst)
where σV BF and σggF are the respective cross sections of the vector boson fusion process and the
gluon-gluon fusion process. The SM prediction is R = 0.075 Although the uncertainty on the
current measurement is large, it is shown using pseudodata, that this choice of categorisation will
help reduce the uncertainty on R when more data are available.
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Preface
The LHC has achieved many milestones since it started running in 2009. In July 2012, a new
scalar boson was discovered by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. Since then more data has
been acquired and enough measurements have been made to suggest that the new particle is a
Higgs boson. This new particle will be referred to as a Higgs boson throughout this thesis.
My work on the ATLAS experiment contributed to the search for the Higgs boson, including
validating the H → γγ analysis and to determine the systematic uncertainty due to the jet energy
scale for the discovery analysis.
In the search for a Higgs boson signal in the diphoton final state, candidate events are grouped
together in categories for the purpose of improving the signal sensitivity. One of these categories
was developed to be enriched in signal events where the Higgs boson is produced via the vector
boson fusion (VBF) process. A key feature of the VBF signal events is the production of forward
jets, therefore the jet energy scale is an important systematic uncertainty; fluctuations in the jet
energy measurements can potentially lead to events migrating between different event categories.
I have contributed a description of the methodology for determining this systematic uncertainty in
internal ATLAS communications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], and the uncertainties I have calculated were
used in public analyses [8, 9].
After the discovery, my work focused on defining, and then optimising, a new category en-
riched in VBF signal events and developing an associated stand-alone diphoton channel method to
measure the ratio of the Higgs boson event production in the VBF and gluon-gluon fusion modes,
using 13 fb−1 of 8 TeV ATLAS data collected in 2012. A measurement of this type could pro-
vide useful information to check compatibility with the Standard Model (SM) hypothesis, and in
comparison with fits to the Standard Model hypothesis, could have increased the sensitivety to
non-standard physics that would manifest itself only via H → γγ decay loops. This unique work is
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the main content of this thesis as described in Chapters 5-8.
In addition to my Higgs analysis work, I also undertook work in the trigger and the data
acquisition systems. This included ways to improve the identification of electron candidates in the
level 2 trigger, to improve usage of CPU time, memory allocation and disk space; and assisting in
the programme of the rolling replacement of the Readout System (ROS) PCs in the USA15 cavarn,
that was carried out in the latter half of 2011 to upgrade the ROS performance.
The thesis is structured as follows:
• In Chapter 1, the theory is outlined and the Mass Mechanism is explained. The Standard
Model prediction of how the Higgs boson should behave is given, and recent measurements
testing consistency with the prediction are highlighted.
• In Chapter 2, a brief description of the LHC and ATLAS detector is given. Design features
relevant to this analysis are discussed.
• In Chapter 3, the signal and background processes that are modelled and studied in this
analysis are discussed. The signal Monte Carlo samples are identified and the motivation to
use data-driven background modelling is justified in this chapter.
• In Chapter 4, the procedure to reconstruct the photons, jets, electrons and muons using the
measurements from the ATLAS detector is given.
• In Chapter 5, the event selection for the H → γγ analysis is given. A categorisation procedure
to separate H → γγ events that are produced by different mechanisms is also shown in this
chapter and the limitations with the cut-based categorisation procedure are identified. A
classification using a boosted decision tree is investigated as an alternative.
• In Chapter 6, shows how the categorisation can be used to calculate the ratio between the
vector boson fusion and the gluon-gluon fusion cross sections by utilising background fits
and pseudodata.
• In Chapter 7, the measured result on the ratio of the vector boson fusion cross sections and
the gluon-gluon fusion cross sections is presented using a new choice of event categorisa-
tion.
• In Chapter 8, the main systematic effects are explored.
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• In Chapter 9, the conclusions are presented.
The material in Chapters 5-9 is my own work and Chapters 1-4 is a review of the literature to
provide the background information relevant for this analysis, where information has been derived
from other sources, it is cited this in the thesis.
Throughout this thesis natural units are used
c = ~ = 1.




1.1 Building the Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) is currently the best description of the nature of
fundamental particles and how these particles interact with one another. With the discovery of a
new scalar boson and recent measurements suggesting that this new particle has the properties of
a SM Higgs boson [10] the theory is practically complete.
The theory describes two basic types of particle: fermions and bosons. The fundamental
fermions are quarks and leptons, often associated with matter. The bosons are the force-carrying
particles which are exchanged by fermions interacting with one another. These particles are shown
in Table 1.1. All processes are described by a renormalisable quantum field theory, which is in-
variant under gauge transformations [11]. It is convenient to use a Lagrangian formalism in this
theory.
The importance of local gauge invariance is that, fields describing spin-1 vector particles can
be introduced into the theory that leaves it renormalisable. In the SM the photon, W+ boson, W−
boson, and Z boson arise from enforcing SU(2)L×U(1)Y local gauge invariance. There are three
fields associated with the left-hand SU(2)L group:
{W 1µ ,W 2µ ,W 3µ } ∈ SU(2)L
and a so-called hypercharge (Y ) field, Bµ associated with the U(1)Y group. The W 1µ and the W 2µ
combine to form the W + and the W− boson associated with the nuclear weak interactions, as
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illustrated in Figure 1.1(a). These interactions are parity violating, so for this reason the fermions












































XR,quarks = uR,dR,cR,sR, tR,bR
XR,leptons = eR,µR,τR
















where θW is the mixing angle. The combination of these two fields form the electromagnetic
photon field (Aµ) and the weak neutral Z field. Illustrated examples in the form of Feynman
diagrams are shown in Figure 1.1(b) and Figure 1.1(c) respectively.
In summary, the electromagnetic and weak interactions are unified in a SU(2)L×U(1)Y group
and the associated bosons can be described without destroying the renormalisabilty of the the-
ory [12]. Unfortunately, the bosons that are described by local gauge invariance are massless and
it is known from experiment that the W and Z bosons have mass O(100) GeV. Adding the mass
terms explicitly cannot be done as this will destroy the symmetries. A mass mechanism was there-
fore devised by Higgs, Kibble, Englert, Brout, Hagen and Guralnik [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] to
include these mass terms.
1.2 The Mass Mechanism
The intention is to generate mass terms for the W+, W− and Z0 bosons in an SU(2)L×U(1)Y in-
variant Lagrangian that also incorporates a massless photon. This requires at least three additional
1In the SM the neutrino is assumed to be massless so there is no right-handed neutrino but a right handed anti-
neutrino.
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Fermions Bosons
Up (u) Charm (c) Top (t) Gluon (g)
Mass = 2.3 MeV Mass = 1.28 GeV Mass = 173.5 GeV Mass = 0 eV
Q Charge = 23 e Charge = 23 e Charge = 23 e Charge = 0e




2 Spin = 1
a
r
k Down (d) Strange (s) Bottom (b) W boson (W )
s Mass = 4.8 MeV Mass = 95 MeV Mass = 4.18 GeV Mass = 80.4 GeV
Charge = − 13 e Charge = − 13 e Charge = − 13 e Charge = ±1e




2 Spin = 1
Electron (νe) Muon (νµ) Tauon (ντ) Z Boson (Z)
Neutrino Neutrino Neutrino Mass = 91.2 GeV
L Mass < 3 eV Mass < 0.19 MeV Mass < 18.2 MeV Charge = 0e
e Charge = 0e Charge = 0e Charge = 0e Spin = 1







n Electron (e) Muon (µ) Tauon (τ) Photon (γ)
s Mass = 0.511 MeV Mass = 105.7 MeV Mass = 1.777 GeV Mass = 0 eV
Charge = −1e Charge = −1e Charge = −1e Charge = 0e









Table 1.1: All particles in standard model. Fermions have anti-matter counter parts, which have opposite
charge but the exact same mass. The values of the masses quoted are obtained from the particle data
group [19]. The mass quoted for the Higgs boson mass is the mass measured by ATLAS (see Section 1.5.1).
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(a) Charged Weak current (b) EM current (c) Neutral Weak current
Figure 1.1: Feynman diagrams showing examples of gauge interactions: (a) electromagnetic interaction: an
electron emitting a photon. (b) charged weak interaction of an electron and a neutrino with a W boson. (c)
weak neutral current of an electron emitting a Z boson.
degrees of freedom to be introduced into the model to provide the longitudinal polarisation modes
for the massive gauge bosons. The simplest way in which to do this, is to introduce a complex













with an associated potential of the form
V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ+λ(Φ†Φ)2 (1.3)
For the case where µ2 < 0 and λ> 0 the shape of the potential is as shown in Figure 1.2. The shape
of this potential has rotational symmetry but the minimum energy state is not zero at Φ†Φ = 0 as







To generate the masses of the gauge bosons, a minimum is chosen such that φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0
and φ3 = v. Since the potential is invariant under rotational symmetry no generality is lost in the
choice of the minimum, but in doing so the symmetry is spontaneously broken. The consequence

















(b) µ2 < 0, λ > 0
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the energy potential associated with the mass mechanism. (a) shows the shape
where λ is positive and (b) shows the shape where λ is negative, in this case φ is non zero at the potential
minima.







where g and g′ are the SU(2)L and hypercharge coupling strengths respectively. It can be shown
the two masses are related by the mixing angle
mW
mZ
= cosθW . (1.7)
In addition, the choice of the φ1 and φ2 having no vacuum expectation value allows the photon
to remain massless. Higgs showed that an additional scalar boson is also predicted from this
mechanism [14]. This became known as the Higgs boson, which has a mass mH of
m2H = 2v2λ (1.8)
The choice of the vacuum expectation value also quantifies the strength of the Higgs boson
couplings to the heavy gauge bosons and self interactions. Trilinear couplings of the Higgs boson
with the other gauge bosons, show that the strength of the coupling is proportional to the masses
of the gauge bosons [20].
In addition, the Higgs mechanism also provides an explanation for the fermion masses and
associated coupling strengths to the Higgs boson. These appear in the “Yukawa terms” of the
Lagrangian after the symmetry is broken. Although this term does not predict the masses of each
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fermion, it predicts that the strength of each fermion coupling to the Higgs boson is proportional
to the fermion mass. As the top quark is by far the heaviest SM fermion, this plays a huge role in
Higgs interactions, as will be discussed later.
1.3 Higgs Boson Branching Ratios and Production Cross Sections
The Higgs boson is detected through its decay into other particles. Using the coupling information,
it is known that the direct decays are H →WW , H → ZZ and H → f f . Although the mass of the
Higgs boson is not predicted by the SM, the rate of each decay can be predicted for a given Higgs
boson mass from knowing the coupling strengths and kinematic states. These are referred to as
branching ratios and are shown in Figure 1.3. Although the top quark, the Z boson and the W
boson are the heaviest known particles, for a light Higgs boson, O(100) GeV, the dominant decay
is H → b¯b. The top quark, the Z boson and the W boson are too heavy for a light Higgs boson to
decay to and will only decay into these particles if they are off-shell.
(a) Low mass (b) High mass
Figure 1.3: Branching ratios of the SM Higgs Boson. The branching ratios are shown for a range of possible
SM Higgs boson masses. (a) The branching ratios for a light Higgs mass and (b) are the branching ratios
for a Higgs mass up to 1 TeV [21].
It is also possible for a light mass Higgs boson to rarely decay into gluons and photons. Al-
though these particles are massless, the decay process is allowed through loops of heavy particles.
An example is shown in Figure 1.4 for the diphoton decay.
At the LHC there are five Higgs boson production mechanisms:
• Gluon-gluon fusion;
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(a) H → γγ mediated by a heavy fermion loop. (b) H → γγ mediated by a loop of heavy gauge bosons.
Figure 1.4: Feynman diagrams of the H → γγ decay channel in the SM. The photons are massless, so the
decay is mediated by heavy particle loops, which can either be heavy fermions, shown in (a) or massive
gauge bosons, shown in (b).
• Vector boson fusion (VBF);
• Associated Higgs boson production with a W boson;
• Associated Higgs boson production with a Z boson;
• Associated Higgs boson production with a pair of top quarks.
The leading order Feynman diagrams for these processes are shown in Figure 1.5. The cross
section of each process is dependent on the mass of the Higgs boson, and has a trend to generally
decrease with mass (see Figure 1.6).
The LHC is a hadron collider with a high centre of mass energy, therefore Higgs boson pro-
duction via gluon-gluon fusion is the highest rate production process for a light Higgs boson as
seen in Figure 1.6. Since gluons are massless, the gluon-gluon fusion process is mediated by a
heavy quark loop. This is usually the top quark as it is by far the heaviest, and therefore has the
strongest coupling to the Higgs boson. As this is a strongly interacting process, the cross section
is modified substantially by radiative corrections. Higher order diagrams than the ones shown in
Figure 1.5(a) have to be taken into consideration when calculating the cross section.
The VBF process is another common production process at the LHC. As seen in Figure 1.5(b),
the Higgs boson is produced from weak bosons that are radiated out from a quark in each proton.
To produce a Higgs boson, the energies required of the weak bosons have to be of the order of
a Higgs boson mass, therefore the quarks carry away the majority of the energy. The transverse
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(a) gluon-gluon fusion (b) vector boson fusion
(c) Associated production with a W or Z boson (d) Associated production with two top quarks
Figure 1.5: Feynman diagrams of the five main production mechanisms. (a) Gluon-gluon fusion, (b) vector
boson fusion, (c) associated production with a W or a Z boson and (d) associated production with a top and
an anti-top quark.
momenta of the quarks is also large but much less than the total energy carried away. This means
the recoiling quarks have a small scattering angle. In addition, decay products of the Higgs boson
will be fairly centralised so the quarks and decay products will be largely separated.
The associated production mechanisms are an order of magnitude less than the VBF process.
Although the cross section is very small, searching for the Higgs boson in association with an
additional final state particle will enhance the signal sensitivity because there are fewer background
processes with the same final state products.
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Figure 1.6: Cross sections of the SM Higgs Boson production mechanisms with feasible detection is shown
for all possible SM Higgs boson masses [21].
1.4 Theoretical and Experiment Constraints on the Higgs Mass
In the SM the mass of the Higgs boson is not predicted. However in order for the Higgs mechanism
to be valid in the SM, the mass of the Higgs boson has to be constrained to a particular mass range.
The absolute upper mass limit allowed by the SM can be inferred from WW scattering. When all
diagrams are taken into account for this process (two of which are mediated by the Higgs boson),
the mass of the Higgs boson is restricted to <O(1) TeV or else unitarity of the quantum scattering
amplitude is violated.
Further constraints are also provided by electroweak corrections. As shown earlier the masses




However, this is only at leading order, when radiative corrections (such as the ones shown in
Figure 1.7) are taken into account, there are deviations from unity, which are dependent on the
mass of the Higgs boson and the masses of the other particles involved in Figure 1.7. Experimental
measurements of the other parameters, therefore help constrain the mass of the SM Higgs boson.
The overall fit is shown in Figure 1.8, which predicts the Higgs mass to be no greater than 260 GeV
with 95% confidence [22, 20].
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Figure 1.7: Radiative corrections to the W boson mass at the electroweak scale.
By the end of summer 2012, the direct searches from ATLAS had excluded the existence of
a SM Higgs boson with a mass between 111 and 122 GeV and 131 and 559 GeV at over 95%
confidence (see Figure 1.9(a)). An excess consistent with the SM hypothesis was observed at
≈ 125GeV for both ATLAS and CMS with a significance of 6.0σ for ATLAS (see Figure 1.9(b))
and 5.0σ for CMS.
1.5 Measurements of the Higgs Boson
At present the ATLAS and CMS LHC experiments have observed a new particle, which has been
observed in five decay channels H → γγ, H → ZZ, H →WW , H → ττ and H → b¯b. The properties
of the new particle have been measured to check for consistency with the SM Higgs boson.
1.5.1 Mass Measurement
As the H → γγ and H → ZZ→4 leptons (4e, 4µ or 2e2µ) decay channels produce a reconstructable
mass peak (see Figure 1.10) these channels are used to obtain a mass measurement. With the
available data the combined Higgs mass measurement is
mH = 125.5±0.2(stat)+0.5−0.6(syst)GeV




1.5 Measurements of the Higgs Boson
Figure 1.8: Global fit of electroweak parameters which predict a likely value of the SM Higgs mass, as-
suming validity of the SM. The Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider, excluded a SM Higgs boson with
a mass up to 114 GeV with 95% confidence. The SM fit constrains the SM Higgs mass to be lower than
260 GeV with 95% confidence level [22].
1.5.2 Couplings to the Decay Particles
If the observed particle is the SM Higgs boson the various decay channels are predicted to occur
at the rates shown previously in Figure 1.3. A signal strength parameter, µ, is defined which
measures the rate of decay for a given decay process relative to the SM prediction. An observation
compatible with the background-only hypothesis corresponds to µ = 0. An observation consistent
with the SM signal hypothesis corresponds to µ = 1. If µ > 1 the decay occurs more often than the
SM prediction. The recent measurements of µ from ATLAS and CMS are shown in Figure 1.11.
The overall measurement of µ from both experiments is comparable with the SM prediction within
the current experimental uncertainties.
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(b) Signal Significance
Figure 1.9: Results from 4.6-4.8 fb−1 of 7 TeV data and 5.8-5.9 fb−1 of 8 TeV ATLAS data[8]. (a) The
SM Higgs boson with a mass between 111 and 122 GeV and 131 and 559 GeV has been excluded with at
least 95% confidence. (b) Signal significance and the probability of obtaining an excess for a given mass,
assuming the background only hypothesis.
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(b) H→ γγ channel
Figure 1.10: Invariant mass distributions using 25 fb−1 of ATLAS data shown for two of the Higgs boson
search channels. (a) H → γγ [24] and (b) H → ZZ → 4 leptons [25].
1.5.3 Spin and Parity
The spin and parity of the new boson have also been measured with the current data. If the particle
is the SM Higgs boson, its spin should be zero and the parity should be even. The spin and
parity of the particle have been measured using various decay angular distributions of the final
state particles in the selected events. The observation of the decay into two photons automatically
implies that this particle is not a vector boson of spin 1. Using the H → γγ, H →WW → lνlν and
H→ ZZ → ll channels the ATLAS and CMS data exclude a spin 2 CP odd particle with over 99%
confidence and favours spin 0 CP even [28].
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Figure 1.11: Signal strength determined for five decay processes, signal hypothesis shown by the dashed
lines. µ = 1.30 calculated by ATLAS at mH = 125.5GeV in (a) [26] and µ = 0.80 calculated by CMS at
mH = 125.7GeV in (b) [27].
Measurements of all these properties give strong evidence that the newly observed particle is
consistent with the SM Higgs boson.
1.5.4 Production Cross Sections
The measurements of the cross section for the various production processes of this new particle
are also important to further test consistency with the hypothesis that it is a Higgs boson, or even
the SM Higgs boson. Two particular processes of interest are the gluon-gluon fusion and VBF
as these cross sections are high enough for feasible detection. The gluon-gluon fusion process
provides a measurement of the Higgs boson coupling to fermions due to the quark loop, and the
VBF process provides a measurement of the Higgs boson couplings to the W and Z bosons. The
SM predicts the gluon-gluon fusion process to occur 12.3 times more often than VBF assuming
the Higgs mass mH = 125.5GeV [21].
The gluon-gluon fusion process is mostly mediated by a the top quark loop. This is because
the strength of the Higgs boson coupling to fermions is directly proportional to their mass. There
are however models that go beyond the SM. For example supersymmetric extensions of the SM
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(SUSY), predict the existence of fermionic particles for every bosonic particle and bosonic parti-
cles for every fermionic particle. Assuming there are additional heavy SUSY fermions in nature,
in addition to the top quark, there could be additional particles in the gluon-gluon fusion loop
which could enhance the gluon-gluon fusion cross section.
Other models, with reduced or suppressed Higgs boson couplings to fermions or bosons, could
result in a significant reduction of either the gluon-gluon fusion process or the VBF process. A
direct measurement of the ratio of the gluon-gluon fusion and the VBF productions could provide
useful information to check for compatibility with the SM Higgs hypothesis or otherwise.
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Chapter 2
The LHC and ATLAS Detector
In this chapter an overview of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the ATLAS experiment is
given. The performance of the ATLAS detector in relation to the H → γγ signal and the pp
collision data will be the main focus.
2.1 The LHC
The LHC is a high energy particle collider at the CERN laboratory in Geneva. The aim of the
LHC is to uncover new physics at high energies by accelerating two beams of particles in opposite
directions, in a ring and colliding them together at fixed points. Since the start of the LHC opera-
tion there have been several physics programmes to study two types of collision: proton on proton
(pp) and heavy ion collisions.
In 2012, proton beams were accelerated to energies of 4 TeV each, creating a centre of mass
energy of 8 TeV. Proton beams are accelerated in bunches of ≈ 1011 protons by radio frequency
(RF) acceleration cavities and steered round the ring by powerful superconducting magnets. As
many as 1400 bunches are present in one beam making the bunch-crossing rate extremely high.
Each beam travels in a high vacuum beampipe, to reduce collisions with molecules, maintaining
the beam lifetime. At each collision point the bunches are focused and squeezed by powerful
quadrupole magnets. During a bunch crossing there is likely to be a pp interactions or collisions,
which are measured by sophisticated particle detectors. Each detector is designed for specific
types of analysis in the hope of new physics discoveries. There are two general-purpose experi-
ments: ATLAS and CMS, both designed for a multitude of physics searches and studies. ALICE
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is designed to study heavy ion collisions during the heavy ion runs and LHCb is designed to study
collision events containing B mesons [29].
2.1.1 LHC Performance
The number of data events of a particular process (Np) collected is measured by the integrated
luminosity (L)
Np = σpL = σp
Z
Ldt (2.1)
where σp is the cross section of a particular process and L is the instantaneous luminosity. As the
beam is not continuously replenished, during a run the instantaneous luminosity will decay. When
the instantaneous luminosity becomes too low the beams are dumped and the LHC is refilled to
start a new run. Throughout 2012, the LHC was operating at a very high instantaneous luminosity,
making the 2012 dataset the largest of the total LHC operation so far, as shown in Figure 2.1(a).
The data taking rate in 2012 was better than previous years due to larger number of bunches per
beam, better control of the beam and quicker turn around periods between each run. However
this also meant that pp interactions were occurring at greater rates. During 2012 there were more
interactions per bunch crossing on average compared with 2011 data as shown in Figure 2.1(b).
When there is more than one interaction per bunch crossing, this is referred to as pileup, which
can affect event reconstruction and analysis procedures are in place to get around this.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Amount of data recorded in fb −1 during 2010, 2011 and 2012 shown separately. (b) Differ-




The ATLAS detector [29] is a general purpose detector composed of several layers of subdetectors.
The subdetectors are arranged in concentric layers around the beam axis (referred to as the barrel)
and in flat layers either side of the barrel (referred to as the end-caps). The inner most part of the
detector is the tracking system, designed to reconstruct the tracks and vertices of charged particles.
The strong 2 T magnetic field created by a surrounding solenoid magnet bends the trajectories of
charged particles and allow for momentum measurements with high resolution.
Beyond the tracking is the high granularity calorimetry system, which measures the energy of
individual electrons photons and jets. The muon spectrometer is the outer most part of the detector
as the muon is the only particle other than the neutrino to completely traverse the detector. There
are ten toroidal-shaped magnets embedded in the muon spectrometer thereby allowing further
momentum measurement and distinction of muons from anti-mouns. A more detailed description
of the subdetectors is given in the following sections.
It is now convenient to define variables and the coordinate system that is used in this analysis.
ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system where the z direction is defined in the direction
along the beam line and the y direction points vertically upwards from the centre of the detector.
The azimuthal angle φ is the angle in the transverse plane around the beam line and the polar angle,




p2x + p2y (2.2)
and
ET = E sinθ (2.3)
The pT and ET variables are used because these are invariant under Lorentz transformations in the




ln E + pz
E− pz (2.4)
is also invariant under Lorentz transformations and for high energies where p≫m, y approximates
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to the pseudorapidity, η, which can be expressed in terms of the angle θ.
η =− ln(tan θ
2
) (2.5)
For particles which do not interact with any part of the detector, such as a neutrino, the energy is
not measured and is interpreted ‘missing’ energy ET,miss.




The purpose of the ATLAS experiment is to obtain precise measurements of physical phenom-
ena and to search for new physics beyond the SM. One of the main objectives of the experiment
is to determine the nature of spontaneous symmetry breaking through the discovery of the Higgs
boson. Now that a Higgs boson has been discovered measurements are being made to determine
the cross sections, branching ratios, spin, mass and its couplings. The Higgs boson, isn’t detected
directly but through its decay products, which can be detected with the ATLAS detector with great
precision.
2.2.1 Trigger and Data Acquisition
Most events in pp collisions are low energy scattering processes which are not interesting to study.
The interesting events come from high ET hard scatters or events with high ET,miss. Keeping every
event would not be feasible given that there were bunch crossings every 50 ns in the data collected
so far. A trigger system is therefore in place to only save the events that are of interest.
The ATLAS trigger system operates at three levels: L1, L2 and the event filter (EF). L1 reduces
the rate from 20 MHz rate of data taking to 75kHz. It is required to be fast as new events are
occurring every 50 ns. Regions of interest (RoI) in η and φ space from slices of the detector are
identified based on reduced granularity information from the calorimetry system and the muon
spectrometer. A decision is made whether or not to keep the event by the central trigger processor,
based on energy thresholds and other interesting event characteristics.
After an event is accepted by L1, the event information is stored in readout buffers, whilst a
decision is being made by the L2. Full access of all the information within the RoI from all the
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subdetectors is available to the L2 trigger. The existing information is made more precise with fast
algorithms to reconstruct particle tracks and other features of the event.
If the event is accepted by L2, full event reconstruction takes place using the same algorithms
that are used for the offline analysis after the data is stored. These provide better threshold mea-
surements and particle identification. After the EF the data taking rate is reduced to 400Hz and
the data are stored for offline analysis.
There are different triggers for different types of physics processes that are of interest to store.
If a trigger is occuring at a high rate it can be ‘prescaled’ meaning the acceptance is reduced by a
‘prescale’ factor.
During data taking each run is divided into luminosity blocks. This is so the prescales can be
changed as the luminosity progressively decreases during a run. In case of large dead time or part
of the detector is not responding the corresponding lumi blocks can be rejected, whilst leaving the
integrity of the rest of the run intact [29].
2.2.2 The Inner Detector
The inner detector is the tracking system which consists of three components that cover a pseudo-
rapidity up to |η| < 2.5, as shown in Figure 2.2. As particle tracks will be much closer together
nearest to the interaction point, the tracker is designed to increase in granularity with decreasing
radius. The purpose of the inner detector is to reconstruct the tracks of charged particles. This
relies on either semiconductor detectors or gas ionisation.
Pixel Detectors
The inner most part of the tracking system uses pixel semiconducting technology to provide high
resolution track reconstruction. In the barrel, there are three concentr ic layers of pixel modules and
three disks in each of the end-caps, which accurately determine three space points of the particle
tracks. It is positioned closest to the interaction point, extending 650mm in z and 122.5mm in
detector radius, r. Being so close to the beam, each module has to be radiation hard. The overall
resolution of the pixels can reconstruct tracks which are 100 µm in z and 15µm in rφ [31, 32].
Not only does this provide accurate primary vertexing but also the ability to distinguish multiple
vertices apart in high pile-up events, and measuring displaced secondary vertices from long lived
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Figure 2.2: Detailed layout of all the components of the ATLAS inner detector in the y− z plane including
the pixels, semiconductor tracker and the transition radiation tracker. Absolute pseudorapidity is marked
every |η|=0.5 up to 2.5, the maximum tracking coverage, |η|= 2.5 [29].
particle decays, as shown in Figure 2.3.
Semiconductor Tracker
The semiconductor tracker (SCT) uses similar semiconducting technology as the pixel detector
but with silicon microstrips. Each SCT module has two sensors with longitudinal strips, glued
back-to-back with one at a 40mrad stereo angle to provide hit measurement in z− φ. The SCT
has reduced granularity relative to the pixel detector, however the occupancy is much lower as the
SCT is positioned further away from the interaction points. The SCT can achieve a resolution of
17µm perpendicular to the strips and 580µm parallel to the strips [33].
The modules are arranged in four concentric layers in the barrel region designed to provide
four space point position measurements of charged tracks. In each of the end-caps, the modules
are arranged radially in nine layers.
Transition Radiation Tracker
The TRT is the outer most part of the ATLAS tracking system and is the largest. It is a gaseous
detector comprised of many straws 4 mm in diameter. These are arranged parallel to the beam axis
in the barrel region and spoking out radially in the end-cap region. With little material the chance
of photon conversion is minimised and the many straws can be used to precisely measure ≈ 30
positions along a particle track.
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Figure 2.3: A display of multiple interactions in a single bunch crossing from ATLAS data. Eleven pp
vertices have been identified (left). Amongst all this activity a secondary vertex, likely to be coming from a
Ks particle (left), has also been indentified [31].
The gas mixture in the straws consists of Xe, CO2 and O2 and a gold plated wire runs through
the centre. The wire is grounded and a negative voltage is applied to the straw. When a charged
particle traverses the straw the gas molecules are ionised to electron-ion pairs. The electrons drift
towards the wire and positive ions drift towards the straw. As the electrons accelerate, they gain
enough momentum to produce more electron-ion pairs causing an electron avalanche. The build
up of charge on the wire produces a voltage pulse, which is interpreted as the signal of a charged
particle crossing the straw.
The gas has a high concentration of Xe, chosen for the high absorption efficiency of transition
radiation (TR). TR is produced when charged particles with a high Lorentz factor pass through
materials of different dielectric constants. Such radiating material occupies the space between the
straws. This is useful to discriminate electrons from pions, as electrons produce more transition
radiation than pions [29].
2.2.3 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) provides a detector coverage of electromagnetically in-
teracting particles of |η| < 1.475 in the barrel and between 1.375 < |η| < 3.2 in the end-caps. It
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is composed of modules as seen in Figure 2.4, designed with accordion shaped layers of absorbers
and copper-kapton electrodes immersed in liquid argon. This accordion-shaped geometry gives
full azimuthal coverage. Detection is achieved by the initiation of an electromagnetic shower in
the absorbers which then ionises the liquid argon. Electrons drift towards the electrodes and a
pulse is read out in cells of ∆φ and ∆η, which are then converted into an energy measurement. The
full depth of the ECAL corresponds to over 20 radiation lengths, so that electrons and photons are
fully absorbed before reaching the hadronic calorimeter.
Figure 2.4: Schematic showing the dimensions of the 3 samplings and the presampler in an ECal module at
η = 0 [34].
Each module is divided into three sampling layers, with different size cells in each layer. The
first sampling has the finest granularity that is made up of strip cells that are more granular in η
(∆η×∆φ = 0.0031×0.098). An important aspect of this design is that it can provide a positioning
measurements for photons, which can not be achieved by the tracker. It can also discriminate
between real photons and pi0 hadrons which decay into two photons separated by small ∆R. This
is demonstrated in Figure 2.5 which shows the energy deposits in the first and second samplings for
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a photon and a pi0. In the second sampling (where the majority of the energy is deposited) the cells
are less fine and the two candidates appear to be similar. However in the first sampling the energy
from the pi0 candidate is detected in two ‘clusters’ because of the fine granularity, suggesting that
there are two photons which are very close together. The outer sampling has less fine granularity,
and is used for triggering purposes.
Figure 2.5: Detection of electromagnetic energy in the first and second samplings of the ECAL. A photon
candidate is shown on the left and a pi0 → γγ candidate is shown on the right [34].
Due to energy losses of electrons and photons upstream from the ECAL, there is a pre-sampler
in place before the first sampling of the main ECAL module to provide an estimate of the energy
losses.
2.2.4 The Hadronic Calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) provides detector coverage of hadronically interacting particles
up to |η| < 4.9. Full coverage is useful for analyses which require a measurement of missing
energy. The absorbing material is required to be dense to ensure that all particles other than
muons are absorbed before reaching the muon spectrometer (|η|= 0 corresponds to 9.7 interaction
lengths).
The barrel region consists of scintillating tiles alternating with steel plates. The scintillating
light is measured by photomultiplier tubes. The tiles are oriented radially and at a normal to the
beam line for full azimuthal coverage [29].
The hadronic calorimetry in the end-caps also uses liquid argon detection. These are the
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hadronic end-cap calorimeters (HEC) covering 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 and the forward calorimeters
(FCAL) covering 3.1 < |η| < 4.9, which is important for the measurement of forward jets. Each
HEC consists of wheels that are made of wedge-shaped modules of flat copper plates oriented at
a normal to the beam line. The readout provides granularity of ∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.1 for |η|< 2.5
and ∆η×∆φ = 0.2×0.2 otherwise [29].
The FCAL is divided into three components. To reduce the neutron albedo back into the inner
detector the FCAL is positioned further out from the interaction point relative to the HEC. As a
result the material is required to be more dense to ensure full absorption. The inner most FCAL
module uses copper absorbers for electromagnetic measurements and tungsten absorbers for the
two outer most components [35].
2.2.5 Muon Chambers
The muon spectrometer is positioned on the outer most part of the detector. It is divided into three
layers to give precision coverage within |η|< 2.7. Each layer is made up of specific components
that are arranged concentrically in the barrel and consist of disks in the end-caps. A magnetic field
is provided within the layers by 10 toroidal magnets (eight in the barrel and one in either end-cap).
The muons trajectories will bend in the toroidal magnetic field and the amount of bending is
measured, to determine the momentum of the muons. The momentum resolution ranges between
4% for muons of 3 GeV and 10% for a muon of 1 TeV [36].
The measuring components consist of drift tubes, cathode strip chambers, and two types of
triggering devices: the resistive-plate chambers and the thin-gap chambers. The drift tubes work
on the principle of charged muons ionising the gas within. Electrons are liberated and drift towards
a wire due to the applied electric field. This robust design has the advantage that the wires produce
a radially symmetric electric field, so the drift time has little dependence on the muon incidence
angle.
All the precision measurements are provided by the drift tubes except in the inner most layer
of the end-caps with |η|> 2, where the drift tubes are replaced by cathode strips, due to the high
occupancy rate in the forward region and their better resolution in the bending plane [29].
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Signal and Background Processes
The data analysis presented in this thesis is concerned with the H → γγ decay channel. In this
chapter the relevant signal topologies will be described, and the corresponding SM backgrounds
will be discussed. A description of Monte Carlo (MC) event simulation is given and the use of
different MC generators is discussed to model the events. An argument is put forward to use
13 fb−1 of data to model the background. A signal region in the invariant mass window, 120 <
mγγ < 130 GeV is defined to contain the majority of the signal events. Outside the signal region,
the real data is expected to consist almost entirely of background.
3.1 Signal Processes
Although the H → γγ branching fraction is extremely small (0.228% for mH = 125 GeV [21]) this
decay is one of the best channels to detect and study a light Higgs boson due to its clean signature
of two isolated high pT photons and the excellent experimental mass resolution. The invariant




where Eγ1 and Eγ2 are the respective energies of the two leading photons and θγ1γ2 is the opening
angle between the two photons. Since the photons are well defined objects and can be measured
with very good energy resolution, the signal events cluster in a peak in a narrow mass window, as
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Figure 3.1: mγγ calculated for MC H → γγ signal events containing two high pT photons that have been
simulated using Pythia and Powheg for both the gluon-gluon fusion and the VBF mechanisms. The gluon-
gluon fusion signal distribution is shown in black with the VBF signal distribution (in red) superimposed.
The distributions are normalised to 13 fb−1.
At the LHC, the Higgs boson is produced by five mechanisms, which possess certain features
such as additional jets or leptons that are tagged to provide extra signal sensitivity. In particular two
additional ‘tag jets’ are present in Higgs boson events where the Higgs boson is produced by the
VBF mechanism. The tag jets are formed from the quarks in the incoming protons fragmenting
after recoiling from the weak bosons that fuse to produce the Higgs boson. Jets may also be
produced in gluon-gluon fusion signal events but these jets are initiated from higher order QCD
radiation, and are mistaken as tag jets. The tag jets in VBF signal events are much more forward
and have higher pT when compared with those of the gluon-gluon fusion events, shown by a much
higher multiplicity of jets in VBF at higher pseudorapidity values (see Figure 3.2). The tag jets in
VBF signal are often detected in opposite ends of the detector and are separated by a large gap in
pseudorapidity space, ∆η j j. The dijet system of the two tag jets usually has a large invariant mass
M j j and the azimuthal angles of the dijet system in the transverse plane, φ j j, and the diphoton




















Figure 3.2: Pseudorapidity of the leading ( j1) and subleading jets ( j2) for events which contain at least two
photon candidates and at least two jet candidates. Comparison between simulated signal samples that have
been generated with Pythia and Powheg for both for gluon-gluon fusion and VBF.
reasons. This property is quantified by the variable:
∆φ j j,γγ = |φ j j−φγγ| (3.2)
This is also reflected in the balance between the transverse momenta of the diphoton system ~pT,γγ
and the dijet system ~pT, j j. The pT balance variable will now be defined as |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j| which is
zero if the jets and photons are perfectly balanced. The two jets and two photons are more likely
to be in balance in VBF events as shown in Figure 3.3.
As a large separation between the jets and the decay products is also expected, a separation
variable between the leading photon and leading jet is defined as:
∆Rγ1, j1 =
√
(ηγ1−η j1)2 +(φγ1−φ j1)2 (3.3)
In associated production events with a weak boson, the weak boson can decay leptonically or
hadronically. Where the weak boson decays leptonically, an electron or a muon can be observed
in addition to the two photons. Where the weak boson decays hadronically, there are two jets
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γγ→ggF H
γγ→VBF H
Figure 3.3: Comparison between Monte Carlo signal samples for gluon-gluon fusion and VBF of the pT
balance calculated for every event containing at least two photon candidates and at least two jet candidates.
in Figure 3.4
The pT,tγγ variable [37] is the magnitude of the vector sum of the pT of the two leading photons
projected onto a trust axis tˆ.





pT,tγγ is generally high in associated Higgs boson production with W or Z bosons. and the jets are
separated by a small pseudorapidity gap.
Associated production with t ¯t is the least likely Higgs production mechanism which leaves a
signature of two photons and multiple jets due to the decay chains of the top quarks.
3.2 Background Processes
There are various types of background to the H → γγ signature, which can be both irreducible
and reducible. The irreducible background is other pp events, which include final state isolated













Figure 3.4: Comparison between simulated signal samples for gluon-gluon fusion and VBF of the invariant
mass of the two leading pT jets for every event containing at least two photon candidates and at least two
jet candidates.
two photons are produced by two quarks as shown in Figure 3.5(a). A quark gluon interaction
where two bremsstrahlung photons are radiated from the quarks, as shown in Figure 3.5(b) and a
higher order box diagram, where two photons are produced from a gluon interaction, is shown in
Figure 3.5(c).
(a) Born (b) Bremsstrahlung (c) Box
Figure 3.5: Leading order Feynman diagrams of the irreducible background processes for the H → γγ
signal.(a) qq→ γγ, (b) qg→ γγ and (c) gg→ γγ.
There are also many reducible photon backgrounds mostly dominated by leading neutral
mesons in γ−jet or dijet events, (jets are plentiful in hadron colliders). However by using in-
formation from the inner detector and exploiting the information and fine granularity from the
ECAL, the faking of photons by jets is reduced.
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3.3 Signal and Background Modelling
3.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
The proton is a composite particle containing quarks and gluons (partons). Since the pp interac-
tions are random, they are modelled by probability density functions (PDFs). For a process where





dxb pai (xa,Q2)pbj(xb,Q2) ˆMi j→k (3.6)
where xa is the fraction momentum of proton a, the PDF pai (xa,Q2) is the probability of parton i
in proton a having x momentum at a momentum scale Q2 and ˆMi j→k is the amplitude (or matrix
element) of the i j→ k process. Events are simulated in accordance to the PDFs using Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations.[38]
For hadron colliders, it is not just the hard scatter that the event generator must consider.
Various other processes need to be taken into account when generating events, these are shown
in Figure 3.6. Radiative corrections mean that incoming and outgoing particles may radiate out
initial or final state photons or gluons. The radiated gluons would then hadronise producing extra
jets in the event. The proper way to model radiative corrections would be to include them in the
matrix element, except not all higher orders are known. Instead parton showering is used, which
bases initial and final state radiation on parameters determined from data.
Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the typical scattering and radiative processes in pp collisions.
Since quarks and gluons carry colour charge, they have to be confined and hadronise at distance
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scales O (1) fm. Heavy and offshell hadrons decay in to other hadrons until stable states are
reached producing jets in the event.
In addition to the hard scatter, there are multiple soft scattering processes, this is known as
the underlying event [39] which can also produce associated initial and final state radiation. QCD
radiation hadronises and produces even more jets in the event.
The signal in H → γγ is modelled by either Pythia [38, 40] alone or Pythia with Powheg [41,
42]. The associated production mechanisms are modelled using just Pythia, where recent updates
take into account updated information from the particle data group [19] and more accurately sim-
ulate the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson. The gluon-gluon fusion and VBF processes
are the highest cross section processes and have large higher order corrections. Accurate mod-
elling of the jets is of additional importance in the VBF signal, as cuts are applied to the tag jets.
These processes are modelled with Powheg, which can account for the higher order corrections,
including QCD and electroweak corrections. Next-to-leading order (NLO) inputs from Powheg
are interfaced with Pythia, and Pythia is used to model the hadronisation and parton showering of
the gluon-gluon fusion and VBF processes.
Due to high luminosity in the 2012 data, there were several pp collisions in every bunch
crossing. In order to simulate high pileup multiple minimum-bias proton scattering events are
generated and overlaid on the hard scatter.
In this analysis a total of 15 MC samples were used to simulate the H → γγ events produced by
gluon-gluon fusion, vector boson fusion and the associate production processes. Each process was
simulated at three different Higgs boson masses (mH). More events were generated for the gluon-
gluon fusion process and the VBF process at 125 GeV. As these two processes are measurable at
13 fb−1, high statistics are advantageous. The relevant information for each simulated sample is
shown in Table 3.1.
The cross sections used to normalise the number of events are shown in Table 3.1. These are
calculated with much higher precision compared with the samples used. Gluon-gluon fusion is
calculated at next-to-next leading order (NNLO) and next-to-next leading logarithmic (NNLL)
order for QCD processes and NLO for electroweak processes. VBF, WH and ZH is calculated at
NNLL for QCD processes and NLO for electroweak processes and ttH is calculated at NLO for
QCD processes [21].
Geant 4 [43] was used to simulate the detector effects and the interactions of the final state
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particles, passing through the detector material.
3.3.2 Data-Driven Approach to Background Estimation
The background events have to be modelled accurately in order to extract the H→ γγ signal. It
is possible for this to be done with the MC simulations but as mentioned in Section 3.2, the MC
simulation is limited by not knowing all higher order corrections. There are also various composite
background processes, which would be difficult to determine. Studies of VBF events involve
cuts on jets, so any uncertainty in the parton showering and hadronisation propagates into the
systematic uncertainty in the γ+Njets samples. An alternative way to model the background is to
use data events to model it, which is what has been done for this analysis.
Data can be used to model the background providing there is no contamination from the signal.
Recent measurements on the Higgs mass conclude mH = 125.5±0.2stat±0.50.6 syst GeV [10] and it
was shown in Figure 3.1 that for a simulated mH = 125 GeV, mγγ occupies a narrow mass window.
A signal region is therefore defined as the invariant mass window 120 <mγγ < 130 GeV. Assuming
the actual Higgs mass is close to 125 GeV it is very unlikely that genuine Higgs events will have
mγγ < 120GeV or mγγ > 130GeV, therefore it is a very good approximation to assume that all
events in the lower sideband region 100 < mγγ < 120 GeV and the upper sideband region 130 <
mγγ < 160GeV are background events.
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H → γγ mH σ Branching ratio Expected N Events
Production [GeV] [pb] [%] Events at 13 fb−1
ggF 120 21.13 0.233 64.0 299999
ggF 125 19.52 0.228 57.9 2984986
ggF 130 18.07 0.225 52.9 99997
VBF 120 1.649 0.233 4.99 100000
VBF 125 1.578 0.228 4.68 979993
VBF 130 1.511 0.225 4.42 49999
WH 120 0.7966 0.233 2.41 30000
WH 125 0.6966 0.228 2.06 30000
WH 130 0.6095 0.225 1.78 29900
ZH 120 0.4483 0.233 1.36 29997
ZH 125 0.3943 0.228 1.17 30000
ZH 130 0.3473 0.225 1.02 30000
ttH 120 0.147 0.233 0.445 30000
ttH 125 0.1302 0.228 0.386 30000
ttH 130 0.1157 0.225 0.338 29999
Table 3.1: Assorted statistics for 15 MC H → γγ signal samples used in this analysis for 5 different pro-
cesses generated for 3 different values of mH . Cross sections and branching ratios are obtained from Ref-
erence [21]. Gluon-gluon fusion is calculated at NNLO+NNLL QCD + NLO EW. VBF, WH and ZH is
calculated at NNLL QCD + NLO EW and ttH are calculated at NLO QCD.
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Chapter 4
Reconstruction of Physics Objects
This analysis requires the identification of various particles and physics phenomena. As this anal-
ysis is concerned with the Higgs boson which decays via the diphoton channel, efficient identifica-
tion of photons is required. In addition, the various production mechanisms are studied (the VBF
and associate production with vector bosons) which require identification of jets, electrons and
muons. The reconstruction and identification of these physics objects is described in this chapter.
4.1 Photons
Photons are electromagnetically interacting particles and have no electric charge. They are there-
fore identified by the presence of an electromagnetic cluster in the ECAL with no associated track.
This is only true however, for photons which do not convert into electron-positron pairs. As the
photons interact with material in the detector, as many as 60% [44] convert before they reach the
ECAL. During LHC run time, photons which have converted are initially classified as electrons
and are then later recovered in the offline analysis. The electrons which are considered converted
photon candidates, are those which have a conversion vertex associated with the track, or are
associated with tracks that are not consistent with tracks made by prompt electrons. A converted
photon, is recovered providing it can be matched with energy clusters in the second sampling in the
ECAL, within an η-φ window. Tracks and vertices are then refitted under the electron hypothesis
in order to correct for bremsstrahlung energy losses.
Hadronic background such as pi0 → γγ are distinguished from other photons by utilising infor-
mation from the calorimetry systems and by applying isolation cuts around the photon candidate.
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Using the calorimetry information, so called shower shape variables are defined, where one can
apply cuts to discriminate between prompt photons coming from the hard interaction and pi0 → γγ.
A study of MC samples [45] identified these variables and compared each one for ‘real’ photons
and ‘fake’ photons; this is shown in Figure 4.1. Real photons were defined here as photons that are
reconstructed from events in γ-jet MC samples and can be matched up with a true (MC) photon
from the hard scatter. The fake photons are those reconstructed from dijet MC samples that are
not matched with true photons from parton bremsstrahlung.
The shower shape variables describe three key distinguishing features between jets and pho-
tons [45, 46]: hadronic leakage, lateral showering and substructures in the showers. The hadronic
leakage measures the ratio Rhad of transverse energy deposited in the first sampling of the HCAL
and in the cluster in the ECAL. Real photons are electromagnetically interacting particles, so Rhad
has a low value, whereas jets contain hadronic particles and initiate hadronic showering in the
HCAL, therefore Rhad has a high value. Lateral showering is measured because photons produce
narrow clusters, whereas the jets are more broad. This is measured using the following shower
shapes:
• Rη is the ratio of ECAL energy in a 3×7 (∆η×∆φ) group of cells and the energy in a 7×7
group of cells;
• Rφ is the ratio of ECAL energy in a 3×3 (∆η×∆φ) group of cells and the energy in a 3×7
group of cells;
• w2 is the ECAL shower width in η in a window of 3 cells, using the energy weighted sum
of all cells.
The substructure of the showers is measured using the ultra-fine strip layers in the 1st sampling
of the ECAL. This is to distinguish real photons from neutral mesons that have decayed to two
photons that are close together. Without the fine granularity, this would appear to be one photon
but with the strip layers, it is possible to resolve two energy maxima (E1 and E2; E1 > E2) in the
ECAL cluster and an energy minimum Emin in between. The following shower shape variables are
used:
• ∆E = E2−Emin;
• ER = (E1−E2)/(E1 +E2);
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• The fraction of total energy that is deposited outside of the 3 strips centred on the cluster;
• w3 the width of the cluster over 3 strips around one of the maximum energy deposites
weighted by the measured energy in each strip;
• wtot the width of the cluster over the number of strips that have the same η as 2.5 cells in
the second layer.
For 2012 data, the cuts on the shower shape variables have been optimised for high pileup condi-
tions [9].
Figure 4.1: Shower shape variables for unconverted real and fake photons of ET > 20 GeV, as described
in [45]. For each variable distribution Distributions are normalised for shape comparison.
The quality of the photon candidate is either loose or tight. “Loose” requires the photon can-
didate passes cuts based on Rhad , Rη and w2. Loose quality cuts are sufficient enough to identify
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photons at trigger level but for offline physics analysis the photon candidates are required to satisfy
“tight” cuts, which implement all of the shower shape variables. In addition an acceptance cut is
applied, |η|< 2.37, since outside the tracking range photons and electrons become indistinguish-
able.
As the selection of two photons is required in the H → γγ analysis, it is useful to first determine
the common primary vertex (PV) containing the hard scatter from which the two photons would
have in principle originated. The pseudorapidity measurements of the two photons are corrected
to that of a pseudorapidity coming from the chosen PV. The measured pT is then corrected using
the corrected pseudorapidity. This provides significant improvement to the signal mass resolution.
Due to multiple pp interactions there are many PVs in a bunch crossing, so an artificial neural
network (NN), multivariate analysis classifier is used to select the most likely candidate. For each
collision vertex the inputs to the NN are:
• The sum of the squared pT of tracks consistant with the vertex, ∑ p2T,track;
• The scalar sum of track pT consistant with the vertex, ∑ |~pT,track|;
• The difference in azimuthal angle between the diphoton system and the pT vector sum of
tracks consistant with the vertex;
• zPV − zpoint/σpoint where zPV is the position in z of the PV. For the case of unconverted
photons, zpoint is the z position extrapolated from pointing backwards from the clustering
positions in different layers of the ECAL and for the case of converted photons, extrapolat-
ing from track positions measured by the SCT. σpoint is the resolution of the pointing (15mm
for the unconverted photons and 6mm for the converted photons) [47].
As pi0 and other neutral mesons are usually accompanied by additional hadronic activity, fur-
ther background suppression can be gained by applying transverse energy isolation (E isoT ) cuts,
determined from the calorimetry system, and transverse momenta isolation ( pisoT ) cuts, determined
from the tracking system. E isoT is determined using the methodology described in [48]. The energy
in a ∆R = 0.4 cone in η and φ space around the photon is determined. On average, the majority
of the photon energy is contained within the 5× 7 cell region in the centre of the cone which is
subtracted from the total energy in the cone. An ET -dependent correction is applied to account for
energy leakage outside the 5×7 region. A further correction is applied, to account for the ambient
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energy contribution in the cone coming from the underlying event and pileup. This is determined
by the average energy density in each event of all reconstructed jets using the kT algorithm. If
the remaining E isoT > 6 GeV it is likely that the photon is associated with hadronic activity and the
photon is not used.
pisoT,track is determined by constructing a ∆R = 0.2 cone in η and φ space around the photon.
The sum of all the track |~pT | is calculated and if this exceeds 2.6 GeV the photon is not used [9].
pisoT,track is calculated using only those tracks with pT > 1 GeV that are associated with the chosen
PV, excluding tracks originating from photon conversions.
The rejection rate of jets with pT > 25 GeV is approximately 1/5000 (i.e. 1 in every 5000 jets
is accepted as a photon) [45].
4.2 Jets
A jet is a spray of hadronic particles that have originated from the fragmentation (hadronisation)
of a quark or gluon. As hadronic particles pass through the calorimeter, part of their energy
is deposited in calorimeter cells. If the energy in a given calorimeter cell exceeds an energy
threshold, an algorithm is initiated which clusters together the energy deposits. These “clusters”
of cells are then combined together to form a jet. The clustering algorithm that is used in this
analysis is the anti-kT algorithm [49] with a distance parameter of 0.4.
Due to various QCD processes, multiple jets are reconstructed in most events and the num-
ber of reconstructed jets can vary depending on the clustering algorithm being used. The anti-kT
algorithm has an advantage over other clustering algorithms as it will combine low energy clus-
ters with neighbouring high energy clusters, before the low energy clusters can combine amongst
themselves.
There are various forms of noise in the detector that can be wrongly reconstructed as jets,
caused by:





The noise from the calorimeter is the result of problematic cells in the HEC and ECAL. This
noise is characterised by measuring the relative amounts of energy in each calorimeter cell and
quantifying the quality and timing of the pulse shapes [50]. The suitability of the reconstructed
jets for offline analysis is measured based on these characteristics.
The energy of the jets is initially determined by measuring the amount of electromagnetic
energy deposited in the calorimeter, this does not take into account energy losses from dead
calorimetry material, detector effects, energies of particles not measured by the calorimeter or
particles which would, in truth, be part of the jet but were not reconstructed. The jets therefore
have to be calibrated to their true energy. Before the calibration, two corrections are applied. The
first correction takes into account the ambient energy contribution from pile-up, as a function of
the number of primary vertices in the event and the pseudorapidity of the jet. The second corrects
the pseudorapidity of the jet, assuming that it comes from the primary vertex of the hard scat-
ter. The calibration is a correction of energy and direction, applied to each jet, as a function of
its E −η. The corrections are derived from comparing jets in MC truth to jets in data for well
understood kinematic processes [51].
In a MC study the “response” of the calorimeter to jets was measured after calibration in η− pT
bins. The response is the ratio of the jet pT compared to its matched truth jet. Any remaining devi-
ations from unity in the jet pT or energy response are used to calculate the systematic uncertainty
for each η− pT bin in the signal samples [52]. This is further investigated in Chapter 8.
To suppress jets that are originating from pile-up interactions a jet vertex fraction (JVF) cut is
applied to each jet [53]. The JVF is defined for each jet, as the ratio of the |pT | sum of the indi-
vidual tracks, using only the tracks associated with the jet that originate from the chosen primary
vertex, to the total scalar sum of all the tracks associated with the jet, irrespective of which primary
vertex they originate from. Tracks coming from the primary vertices are associated with a jet, if
∆R between the reconstructed jet and the track is less than 0.4. A jet which originates from the
hard scatter will have JVF≈ 1 and jets coming from the other pile-up vertices will have a JVF≈ 0.
The JVF is set to -1 if the jet is outside the pseudorapidity region covered by the tracker.
Jets are used in this analysis if they pass loose quality requirements [50] and:
• 0.5 < |JV F | ≤ 1;




The selection of electrons is similar to that of photons. Electrons are also electromagnetically
interacting particles and therefore leave an energy deposit in the ECAL. However the electron is
charged so the electromagnetic cluster is also required to be associated with a track. For elec-
trons extra quality requirements are applied to remove ambiguity between electron and converted
photons [54].
For this analysis the pT of the clusters is required to be at least 15 GeV. The quality cuts applied
are similar to the loose quality requirements for the photons, which are based on shower shape vari-
ables describing hadronic leakage and lateral showering profile. For electrons the pseudorapidity
acceptance is increased to |η|< 2.47. In addition to the loose cuts, extra quality requirements are
applied to the tracks based on hits in the inner detector tracking system, the extrapolation of the
track to the cluster and the position of the track in relation to the chosen PV.
Cuts are applied on the transverse energy isolation, E isoT , from the calorimeter and transverse
momentum isolation, pisoT , determined from the tracking system: E isoT < 5 GeV in a ∆R = 0.4 cone
around the electron and pisoT < 3 GeV in a ∆R = 0.2 cone around the electron.
4.4 Muons
The muon is the only particle (other than neutrinos) not stopped by all of the material in the
ATLAS detector. It is therefore reconstructed using the information from the outer most part of
the detector, the muon spectrometer. The muon is also charged so information is also otained from
the inner tracking system. For an object to be reconstructed as a muon several interactions are
required in the pixels, SCT, and TRT.
Muon tracks are reconstructed in two ways. One method is to reconstruct the tracks using
information from both the muon spectrometer and the inner tracker and combine the information
together. If a track cannot be reconstructed properly in the muon spectrometer, the other way is to
reconstruct a track in the inner detector and extrapolate to the muon spectrometer and determine
if the track is associated with any interactions. The muons are required to have pT > 10GeV and
be in a pseudorapidty region of |η|< 2.7.
To suppress background from cosmic rays, the minimum approach of the muon track to the
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chosen PV is required to be no greater than 10mm in the z direction and no greater than 1mm in
the transverse plane. In addition, the muon candidate has to be synchronised in time with the rest
of the event. The muon also has an energy and track isolation E isoT < 5 GeV in a ∆R = 0.4 cone
around the muon, and pisoT < 3 GeV in a ∆R = 0.2 cone around the muon.
4.5 Overlap and removing double counting
Double counting of physics objects can occur when a signal physical object is detected and it gets
reconstructed as several different physics objects by independent reconstruction algorithms. If the
separation, ∆R, between two types of physics objects is determined and is small, the two physics
objects are said to be ‘overlapped’. It is likely there is only one real physics object and the others
are double counting. For example, see Figure 4.2, showing - for every event containing two tight
isolated photons, the ∆R separation between the leading pT photon and all the reconstructed jets.
There is a very large number of jets very close to the photons. As the photons have passed tight
isolated criteria, it is likely that these jets are duplicates of the photons and therefore these jets are
removed from the event.
 R∆




ATLAS Work in progress
Figure 4.2: Histogram of ∆R between the leading pT photon and all the jets in 10000 events from a VBF
H → γγ signal MC sample. The distribution is normalised to unity.
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Chapter 5
Optimising the Selection of VBF H → γγ
Events
In July 2012 the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at CERN, announced the discovery of a new
boson that had properties consistent with those of a Higgs boson as predicted by the SM [8, 55].
A measurement of the cross sections for the VBF and gluon-gluon fusion process will be another
useful measurement to check for consistency with the SM.
In this chapter the procedure for selecting events with two high pT photons is given. These
events are categorised to separate the signals of the 5 production mechanisms. It will be shown
using MC that the category intended to be enriched in the VBF signal needs reoptimising as the
amount of VBF signal is limited and there is a noticeable amount of contamination from the
gluon-gluon fusion signal. Two methods of reoptimisation have been investigated to increase the
signal yield and the expected significance but at the same time reducing the amount of gluon-
gluon fusion signal in the VBF enriched category. The two methods investigated were; A Boosted
Decision Tree (BDT) classifier and changing the pT thresholds defining the tag jets.
5.1 Event Selection of H → γγ Events
The H → γγ event selection follows the criteria set by ATLAS [47] at the end of 2012. Events
must have fulfilled the requirement of a diphoton trigger that requires the presence of two electro-
magnetic clusters that have passed the loose photon quality criteria described in Section 4.1 and
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transverse energy thresholds of ET > 35 GeV for the most energetic and ET > 25 GeV for the
second most energetic , this trigger is at least 99% efficient at selecting those events which would
pass the entire offline event selection. Each event selected must be from a lumi block and run
that passed all data quality requirements. Events are removed from the analysis in the presence of
noise in the calorimetry system. Events are selected if there is at least one primary vertex with at
least three associated tracks.
5.1.1 Preselection of photons
Photons may begin to shower before reaching the ECAL and therefore not all of their energy is
measured. The energy (and pT ) of each photon is corrected due to poor knowledge of the material
effects upstream from the ECAL. The energy scale is restored by applying further η and φ de-
pendent energy corrections that are determined from the well understood Z → ee resonances [47].
For converted photons, further corrections are made to the energy scale, from the radius of the
conversion curvatures, which is not taken into account in the energy rescaling just mentioned.
In each event it is required that there be at least two loose photons with pT > 25 GeV and
|η| < 2.37. Due to poor reconstruction of photons between the barrel and the end-caps of the
calorimetry system, photons are rejected in the 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 region. Photons which pass
through known dead regions of the calorimeter are also excluded.
Out of the preselected photons, the photon with the highest transverse momentum pT,γ1 is
referred to as the leading photon and the photon with the second highest transverse momentum
pT,γ2 is referred to as the subleading photon. After pre-selecting a leading and subleading photon,
the cuts are tightened. The event is rejected if:
• pT,γ1 < 40GeV or if pT,γ2 < 30GeV;
• the leading or subleading photon does not satisfy the tight quality cuts;
• the leading or subleading photon is not isolated.
The pT and pseudorapidity measurements are corrected using the chosen PV.
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5.1.2 Reweighting and Corrections Applied to MC
Although the MC simulates the signal well, there are some discrepancies when comparing data
and MC. Each event in the MC signal samples described in Chapter 3 is reweighted to correct for
the differences between data and MC. Reweighting is applied for:
• Pileup effects;
• Inconsistencies in the position of the beam spot;
• Interference (in the gluon-gluon fusion samples) from the gg→ γγ amplitude.
Additional treatment is applied to the energy measurements and the shower shape variables of the
photons, such that the simulated detector effects are consistent with that of data.
5.1.3 Categorisation of γγ events
It was demonstrated by the ATLAS collaboration that it is benificial to divide the selected γγ
events into categories based on the properties of the two leading pT photons. Each category has
different signal-background ratios and signal resolutions. The categories are weighted accordingly,
which improves the overall signal sensitivity. For the late 2012 analysis produced by the ATLAS
collaboration [47], additional categories were included to increase the sensitivity to the VBF, WH
and ZH processes. This is also useful to study individual processes such as VBF.
As described previously, tag jets are present in VBF signal events and leptons or jets are present
in WH and ZH signal events. This requires the identification of jets, electrons and muons. The
overlap removal is done using the same procedure as described in Reference [47]. The two leading
selected photons take preference over all other objects, which are selected in the following order:
• Electrons are selected if they are not overlapped with any of the two leading photons (∆Re,γ <
0.4);
• Jets are selected if they are not overlapped with any of the two leading photons (∆R j,γ < 0.4)
or with any of the selected electrons (∆R j,e < 0.2);
• Muons are selected if they are not overlapped with any of the two leading photons (∆Rµ,γ <
0.4) or with any of the selected jets (∆Rµ, j < 0.4).
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A category is dedicated to be enriched in WH or ZH signal events where the W or Z boson
decays leptonically. If the event contains at least one electron or at least one muon, the event
is placed in the so called ‘lepton category’. In the special case where a muon and an electron
are separated by ∆φ < 0.005 or ∆η < 0.005 this event is not be placed in the lepton category. A
second category is dedicated to be enriched in WH or ZH signal events but where the W or Z
decays hadronically. Events are placed in a so called low mass dijet (LMDJ) category1 if:
• |pT,tγγ|> 60GeV and
• |∆η j j|< 3.5 and
• 60 < M j j < 110GeV.
Another jet category has been optimised so that it is rich in H→ γγ signal events which are pro-
duced by the VBF mechanism and at the same time reduces other signal and Standard Model
backgrounds. Events are placed in this category if:
• ∆η j j > 2.6 and
• ∆φ j j,γγ > 2.8 and
• M j j > 400GeV.
Due to the high invariant mass characteristic of the two tag jets, this category is therefore referred
to as the high mass di-jet category (HMDJ). The remaining diphoton events are placed into a cate-
gory, which is divided into sub-categories based on the photons pT,t , pseudorapidty and conversion
status. [56]. Since the signal events in this category are expected to be dominantly gluon-gluon fu-
sion this category is named the gluon-gluon fusion enriched category (GGFE). As less than 1 ttH
events are expected at 13 fb−1 no category is designated for these signal events. The flow diagram
describing the event categorisation is shown in Figure 5.1.
5.2 Motivation for the re-optimisation of the HMDJ category
The first 13 fb−1 of 2012 ATLAS data and the H → γγ signal MC samples for all production pro-
cesses generated with a Higgs mass, mH = 125 GeV were put through the event selection and
1This category is named for the event characteristics where the invariant mass of the two leading jets is in a mass
window around the W and Z boson masses.
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart of the nominal categorisation procedure described in the text.
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categorisation as described in Section 5.1.3. The corrections described in Section 5.1.2 were ap-
plied to the MC and the data with the events in the signal region excluded. The total MC events
have been scaled to obtain the signal yield at 13 fb−1 for each category. This is obtained by multi-
plying the expected number of events at 13 fb−1, as shown in Table 3.1, by the selection efficiency.
Since each event carries a weight to correct for pile-up and data-MC inconsistencies, the selection
efficiency for each category and given signal process, p, is given by where ncp is the sum of all the
event weights in category, c, for a given signal process and Np is the summation of the weights of





where nip is the summation of all the event weights in category c for a given signal process and Ncp
is the summation of total weighted events in the MC sample.
Using the categorisation procedure described in Section 5.1.3 the signal yields for 13fb−1 of
data are categorised, and shown in Table 5.1. Yields are shown for events with 100 < mγγ <
160 GeV. For data, the signal region is excluded.
The statistical uncertainty on the data is a Poisson error and is therefore
√
n where n is the num-
ber of data events selected for each category. The uncertainty on the yields is determined through
the statistical uncertainty on the signal efficiency, which is obtained through error propagation [57]
δεcp =
√
∑+ w2(∑−w)2 +∑−w2(∑+ w)2
(∑w)2 (5.2)
where
• ∑w is the summation of all the event weights in the MC sample for a given process;
• ∑+ w2 is the summation of the square of all the MC event weights selected to a category c
for a given process;
• ∑−w is the summation of all the MC event weights not selected to a category c for a given
process;
• ∑−w2 is the summation of the square of all the MC event weights not selected to a category
c for a given process;
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Category Data ggF VBF WH ZH ttH
lepton 126 0.056 0.010 1.288 0.314 0.351
LMDJ 382 2.908 0.236 1.031 0.543 0.079
HMDJ 274 2.409 5.308 0.029 0.012 0.007
Two Jet fail 7476 24.15 5.041 2.311 1.394 0.735
One tag jet 16334 66.10 6.687 1.844 1.038 0.004
Zero tag jet 39159 132.7 1.530 0.724 0.765 0.004
Table 5.1: Weighted MC events in the range 100 < mγγ < 160 GeV, scaled to 13 fb−1 for all Higgs pro-
duction mechanisms. The scaling factors were calculated from the selection efficiency for each category
and the cross sections and branching ratios shown in Table 3.1. The amount of selected data is also shown
with events in the range 120 < mγγ < 130 GeV removed, as these events will not be used to estimate the
background.
Category Data ggF VBF WH ZH ttH
lepton 11.2 0.0043 0.0009 0.0388 0.0148 0.0086
LMDJ 19.5 0.0318 0.0045 0.0354 0.0193 0.0043
HMDJ 16.6 0.0287 0.0204 0.0058 0.0027 0.0012
Two jet fail 86.5 0.0901 0.0199 0.0511 0.0299 0.0118
One tag jet 127.8 0.1432 0.0224 0.0461 0.0259 0.0009
Zero tag jets 197.9 0.1892 0.0113 0.0295 0.0224 0.0010
Table 5.2: Statistical uncertainty on the event yields shown in Table 5.1.
• ∑+ w is the summation of all the MC event weights selected to a category c for a given
process;
The uncertainties are shown in Table 5.2
The lower section of Table 5.1 is the GGFE category which has been divided into new sub
categories based on jet multiplicity:
• Selected events with two tag jets (as described in Section 3.1) that didnt fulfil LMDJ or
HMDJ requirements (Two jet fail);
• Selected events with only one tag jet (One jet);
• Selected events with no tag jets (Zero jet).
5.31 VBF signal events are selected as HMDJ, nearly as many events have two tag jets but are
otherwise failing the HMDJ requirements. In addition 2.41 gluon-gluon fusion signal events are
also selected as HMDJ. This gluon-gluon fusion contamination is therefore reducing the purity of
the VBF signal in this category. In anticipation of a cross section measurement of the gluon-gluon
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fusion and VBF cross sections (presented in a later chapter) and given that VBF signal is already
limited in a dataset of 13 fb−1, it is desirable to increase the VBF signal selection efficiency and
the purity of this category.
Optimisation metrics will now be defined, in which to quantify improvement in performance:
• VBF signal yield in the HMDJ category (NHMDJV BF ) at 13 fb−1 in 100 < mγγ < 160 GeV;
• Gluon-gluon signal contamination in the HMDJ category (cHMDJggF ) in 100GeV < mγγ <
160 GeV;
• Expected VBF signal significance (ZHMDJV BF ) for the HMDJ category.
To ensure the HMDJ is VBF enriched, gluon-gluon signal contamination in the HMDJ category





where NHMDJggF is the gluon-gluon fusion signal yield at 13 fb−1 in 100 < mγγ < 160 GeV which are
categorised as HMDJ events. Expected VBF signal significance is also required to be maximised,
so as to minimise the standard error on the signal. The significance metric is defined here as:
ZHMDJV BF =
NHMDJV BF√




where NSB,HMDJdata is the number of data events in the sidebands (as defined in Section 3.3.2) and
gluon-gluon fusion is treated as background.
5.3 Optimisation of the HMDJ Event Selection
As described in the preceding section, the current HMDJ event selection only captures a frac-
tion of the VBF signal and contains a non-negligible contamination from gluon fusion events.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to investigating possible ways of improving the HMDJ
selection.
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(b) pT thresholds are applied
Figure 5.2: Number of tag jets identified in the background (data sidebands) and in the VBF and gluon-
gluon fusion signal, (a) when the pT thresholds are relaxed, and (b) when the pT thresholds are applied
5.3.1 Optimisation by re-adjusting the tag jet pT requirements
One of the reasons for the loss of VBF signal efficiency in the HMDJ category arises from one
of the jets in a VBF event not being identified as a tag jet. The main cause of this is mostly due
to tag jets failing the pT thresholds of the tag jet definitions. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.2.
The diphoton events are binned in accordance to the number of tag jets identified in the event (See
Figure 5.2(b). The same is shown in Figure 5.2(a) except no pT requirements have been applied
in the tag jet definition. It is clear to see that in the VBF signal there are many events which have
at least two tag jets, as is expected. When the minimum pT requirements are applied to the tag
jet definitions (25 GeV for |η| < 2.5 and 30 GeV for |η| > 2.5) the average number of tag jets
decreases.
A possible way to increase the VBF signal selection efficiency in the HMDJ category, is to
reduce the pT thresholds on the tag jets. Three additional cut-base selections were proposed in
addition to the nominal cut-based selection. For the first, the HMDJ category is defined in the
nominal way, except the tag jets are instead required to have a pT >25 GeV in both the barrel
(|η| < 2.5) and in the endscaps (|η| > 2.5). The second is the same as the first, now the tag jet
pT threshold is reduced to pT >20 GeV and the third is PT >15 GeV. NHMDJV BF , ZHMDJV BF and cHMDJggF
were calculated for each of these redefined HMDJ category defined by the 3 additional cut based
proposals. By lowering the tag pT thresholds the expected VBF signal can increase (see Table 5.3).
This only does however achieve a moderate increase in significance if at all, and always results in
increased contamination from gluon-gluon fusion signal.
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pT Thresholds NHMDJV BF ZHMDJV BF cHMDJggF
pT > 25(30) GeV for |η|< 2.5(> 2.5) 5.308 0.316 0.312
pT > 25 GeV 5.874 0.324 0.334
pT > 20 GeV 6.522 0.312 0.377
pT > 15 GeV 7.014 0.285 0.430
Table 5.3: Expected VBF signal, VBF significance and gluon-gluon fusion contamination in the HMDJ
category, for different definitions (in terms of pT thresholds) of the tag jets. The nominal pT cuts are
compared with alternative scenarios with lower pT cuts, as described in this section.
(a) η j1 distribution for nominal tag jets (b) η j1 distribution for tag jets selected with pT >
15 GeV
(c) η j2 distribution for nominal tag jets (d) η j2 distribution for tag jets selected with pT >
15 GeV
Figure 5.3: η distributions of the tag jets, for the background (data sidebands) and the VBF and gluon-gluon
fusion signals. η distributions of the highest-pT selected tag jet, using (a) the nominal pT thresholds and
(b) the lower pT threshold of 15 GeV. η distributions of the second highest-pT selected tag jet, using (c) the
nominal pT thresholds and (d) the lower pT threshold of 15 GeV.
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Lowering the tag jet pT thresholds results in increased background acceptance as shown by
the reduction of ZHMDJV BF . The likelihood of selecting a forward low pT jet from pileup will also
increase. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.3, where the multiplicity of identified tag jet candidates
as a function of η is shown for nominal pT thresholds and for the lower threshold of 15 GeV.
In addition, lowering the pT thresholds opens up a region of phase space with large systematic
uncertainties such as the uncertainty on the jet energy scale calibration (JES).
5.4 Optimisation using a multi-variate classifier
An alternative option for the reoptimisation of the HMDJ is to recover events that have migrated
into the 2 jet fail category by replacing the red diamond box in Figure 5.1 with a multi-variate
analysis (MVA) classifier. In particular a boosted decision tree has been investigated. An MVA
classifier requires information from many variables and will make a decision based on the infor-
mation of all the variables combined. Before proceeding to using a BDT classifier, input variables
to the BDT will be decided upon.
5.4.1 Choice of Input Variables for the HMDJ BDT Classifier
The purpose of reoptimisation in this analysis is to improve the VBF signal efficiency and si-
multaneously reduce the background selected and the contamination from the gluon-gluon fusion
signal. The signal-background separation has been investigated for several variables. Most of the
variables relate to the properties of the tag jets, as the tag jets are one of the main features of
the VBF signal. Prior to selecting which variable to use as input to the BDT, the variables were
grouped into different types. ‘Type A’ are those for which there is a distinctive separation between
VBF signal on one hand and the background and gluon-gluon fusion on the other. These variables
are: ∆η j j; M j j; η j1; η j2; η j1.η j2; pT, j1; pT, j2 and | ~pT,γγ + ~pT, j j| (see Figure 5.4).
‘Type B’ variables are those which have good separation of VBF signal from background
but the variable distributions of gluon-gluon fusion signal is more similar to that of the VBF
signal, these are: ∆φγγ, j j; pT,γ1; ∆Rγ1, j1 and pT,tγγ (see Figure 5.5). The variables that were initially
chosen for the BDT classifier were all type A variables, M j j, η j1 (the absolute pseudorapidity
of the leading jet), η j2 (the absolute pseudorapidity of the subleading jet), pT, j1 (the transverse
momentum of the leading jet), pT, j2 (the transverse momentum of the subleading jet) and the pT
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(a) ∆η j j (b) M j j
(c) η j1 (d) η j2
(e) η j1.η j2
 [GeV]
T,j1p











































(g) pT, j2 (h) | ~pT,γγ + ~pT, j j|
Figure 5.4: Distributions of the ‘Type A’ variables: Those which offer a good discrimination between VBF
signal on one side, and the background and the gluon-gluon fusion signal on the other. Events shown are
those which have two photon candidates and two tag jet candidates, which are not categories as LMDJ.
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(a) ∆φγγ, j j (b) pT,γ1
(c) ∆Rγ1, j1 (d) pT,tγγ
Figure 5.5: Distributions of the ‘Type B’ variables. Those which offer a good discrimination between VBF
signal and the background but distributions of gluon-gluon fusion signal is more similar to that of the VBF
signal. Events shown are those which have two photon candidates and two tag jet candidates, which are not
categories as LMDJ.
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balance variable | ~pT γγ + ~pT, j j|.
Although η j1.η j2 and ∆η j j appear to be strong discriminating variables, these variables are
highly correlated with η j1 and η j2 as shown in Figure 5.6. It is predicted that η j1.η j2 and ∆η j j
in addition with η j1 and η j2 variables would add no extra discriminating power to the MVA, so
just η j1 and η j2 were chosen for the initial baseline training. In summary the following Type A
variables will be considered: η j1, η j2, M j j, pT, j1, pT, j2 and | ~pT γγ + ~pT, j j|. Type B variables will be
added or removed later on, to see if any extra separation power can be gained; this will be shown
in the later sections.
By using the ∆φγγ, j j variable there is a potential for a systematic error. It was discovered by
the ATLAS collaboration that there is an uncertainty in the MC modelling of the difference in
azimuthal angle between the two tag jets. The uncertainty arises in the analysis for ∆φγγ, j j > 2.94.
To remove any potential bias ∆φγγ, j j is set to 2.95 for ∆φγγ, j j > 2.94
It is known that BDTs have the advantage that adding weak or correlated variables to the
classifier does not degrade the performance of the classifier [58]; this will be demonstrated to
be the case in Section 5.4.5. Nevertheless having a large number of input variables in the BDT
increases the chance of there being large associated systematic uncertainties.
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(a) ∆η j j vs. η j1
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(b) ∆η j j vs. η j2
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(c) ∆η j j vs. η j1.η j2
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(d) η j1.η j2 vs. η j1
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(e) η j1.η j2 vs. η j2
j2η













ATLAS Work in progress
(f) η j1 vs. η j2
Figure 5.6: Scatter plots showing correlations between η j1, η j2, η j1.η j2 and ∆η j j for events with two
photon candidates and two tag jet candidates, which are not categorised as LMDJ.
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M j j [GeV] ∆φγγ j j ∆η j j
Event 1 400 2.6 3.4
Event 2 401 2.4 3.6
Table 5.4: The properties of two Hypothesised events that will go through an example BDT. The value of
M j j, ∆φγγ j j and ∆η j j is shown for each event.
5.4.2 Boosted Decision Trees (BDT)
A multivariate analysis (MVA) technique has been used to improve the signal to background sep-
aration with respect to the nominal cut-based analysis. In particular, the use of decision trees has
been investigated.
The schematic in Figure 5.7 will be used to demonstrate the selection of two example signal
events, where the quantity of each variable is shown in Table 5.4. The goal is to classify any given
event as a signal or a background candidate.
The event begins at the root node. In the example schematic, the events can follow one of two
branches depending on whether M j j >300 GeV or not. Using Event 1 as an example, the condition
at the root node is satisfied and the event is accepted via branch B, on the right. At the end of each
branch, there is a node where another cut is applied. This is repeated until a node stops branching,
at which point the node is referred to as a leaf. If an event lands on a signal leaf it is classified as
signal and if it lands on a background leaf it is classified as background.
The advantage of the decision tree approach over the standard cut-based selection, is demon-
strated using the example signal events in Table 5.4. Both of these events would be classified as
signal by the decision tree, however, Events 1 and 2 have different outcomes from the ∆φγγ j j cut
on the node at the end of branch B. In the standard cut based approach, this would have resulted
in Event 2 being rejected. However event 2 is recovered in this example via branch H.
Training the Decision Tree
To construct a decision tree, training samples of signal and background events are required. 100
background events and 100 signal events were used in the example in Figure 5.7.
A signal or background leaf is classified as such based on the signal purity. The purity is




















Figure 5.7: Schematic of a boosted decision tree, used to classify an events as signal or background.
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where ns is the number of training signal events accepted via a given branch and nb is the number
of background events accepted via a given branch.
To quantify the signal-background separation of either branch, the so called GINI index
GINI = (ns +nb)(p(1− p)) (5.6)
is calculated for the daughter nodes at the end of each branch and parent node. The best signal-
background separation is achieved when the difference in the GINI index of the parent node and
the sum of indices of the two daughter nodes is maximised [59]. Based on this, in the training
process, a variable is chosen which to cut on at a given node. The algorithm tests the GINI
separation by applying a series of consecutively tighter cuts on the given selection variable. The
number of different cuts applied is specified by the user. The chosen cut position is the one that
gives the best GINI separation. Two nodes are formed from this cut and the above repeated until
the number of signal events or background events on each branch falls below a threshold. At that
point the branch is labelled signal or background, respectively.
Testing and Overtraining
If a classifier becomes far too complex, it becomes vulnerable to statistical fluctuations. The
classifier can effectively learn individual signal and background events in a given training sample.
If the classifier is applied to an independent testing sample, the same classification performance
is not achieved. In fact it is more likely that more background will be classified as signal; this is
referred to as overtraining. Decision trees are particularly vulnerable to overtraining due to the
large number of nodes and the complexity of the tree structure, if for instance, there are too few
data points relative to the number of nodes.
Boosting
Boosting is a way of stabilising the classifier by producing many trees and combining them to-
gether. Trees are produced iteratively where the event in the training sample carries an event




∑nss=1 ws +∑nbb=1 wb
(5.7)
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where ws represents the weights of the signal events and wb represents the weights of the back-








where N is the total number of signal and background events in the training sample. After the
tree is constructed, the weight of each event is modified (boosted) depending on the event classi-
fication. If an event was correctly classified the event weight is unchanged and if the event was
incorrectly classified the event weight is increased, thus defining a new training sample; another
tree is then constructed. The motivation behind this is that the new tree will be more sensitive to
the misclassified events.
Certain conditions will now be defined to quantify the amount of boosting an event receives:
• yi: For true signal events yi = 1 and for true background events yi =−1;
• T mi : The classification of the ith event by the mth tree. Classification as signal is T mi = 1 and
classification as background is T mi =−1;
• I(yi 6= T mi ): Is a Boolean condition where I(yi 6= T mi = 1) if yi = T mi and 0 otherwise.
For the mth tree the weight of each event is modified by
wi → wie−ξI(yi 6=T mi ) (5.9)
where ξ is the learning rate of the BDT. Note that if yi = T mi then wi is left unchanged. The weights
are renormalised and form a new sample for the (m+1)th tree.
The type of boosting used in this analysis is the gradient boost. In this case ξ is a constant
of O(0.01) [59]. The smaller the value of ξ, the more robust the BDT is against outlier events.
However, by making ξ small, many more iterations (number of trees) are required [58]. After





ξT mi . (5.10)
This score is the quantity which is cut on, which is referred to as the BDT response in Figure 5.8.
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5.4.3 HMDJ BDT training procedure with TMVA
A BDT classifier is constructed using the TMVA software package [58]. Sideband data are used to
model the background. Events in the signal region are not used to prevent any bias from genuine
signal events. The VBF and gluon-gluon fusion signal events were generated at a Higgs boson
mass mH = 125 GeV. The signal and background samples were both split equally into statistically
independent training and testing samples, using a random splitting procedure provided by the
TMVA software. The signal and background training samples are used to train the classifier and
the testing sample is used to verify that there is no overtraining and to independently establish
the actual performance of the BDT. A BDT classifier is constructed using the input variables
outlined in Section 5.4.1. After the BDT has been trained various control plots are produced to
monitor its performance. As an example, the output of a BDT with 6 variables M j j, η j1, η j2,
pT, j1, pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j| is shown in Figure 5.8. As signal events generally receive a higher
score, Ti, (also referred to as the BDT response) the testing and training signal events appear on
the right of this plot and the background generally receives a lower score. The testing and training
background events appear on the left of this plot. These distributions suggest that the classifier is
not overtrained as the testing and training distributions are compatible within their uncertainties.
This can be quantified using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic, which is the probability that
the two distributions are consistent with the same true parent distribution. An analysis performed
by the ATLAS collaboration recomended that the KS should be greater than 0.1, in order to ensure
no overtraining has occurred.
The classifier defines signal and background by placing a cut on Ti, which is determined by
the user. An event with Ti greater than the cut (Tcut) is classified as signal, and as background
otherwise. The choice of the cut will determine how much VBF signal, background and also
the amount of gluon-gluon fusion signal that is selected into the HMDJ category. The choice
of this cut can be investigated using the plots shown in Figure 5.9. Each point along the curves
represents a different working point as the Tcut slides across the spectrum of events Ti in steps
of 0.01 between -1 and 1. The blue band around the curve represents the statistical uncertainty
on each metric. The uncertainty on the number of signal and background events is explained in
Section 5.2. The uncertainty on the significance and the gluon-gluon fusion contamination were
determined through error propagation.
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BDTG response



































TMVA overtraining check for classifier: BDTG
Figure 5.8: BDT response distributions of each event (Ti) for a BDT based on 6 discriminant variables M j j,
η j1, η j2, pT, j1, pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j|. The distributions are shown for the signal training and testing
samples (blue dots and blue solid histogram, respectively) and for the background training and testing
samples (red dots and red hashed histogram, respectively).
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The curve of NHMDJV BF against ZHMDJV BF from the training samples is shown in Figure 5.9(a),
NHMDJV BF against cHMDJggF from the training sample is shown in Figure 5.9(b). The response of the
classifier to the independent testing sample for NHMDJV BF against ZHMDJV BF is shown in Figure 5.9(c)
and NHMDJV BF against cHMDJggF is shown in Figure 5.9(d). Both the testing and training samples have
suggested that a clear improvement can be gained with respect to the nominal cut-based analysis.
Either way, improvement is gained with respect to the nominal cut-based analysis. If a working
point is chosen that yields the same signal selection efficiency (NHMDJV BF ) as the nominal cut-based
analysis 8.2% improvement on VBF signal significance ZHMDJV BF is gained. Or, if a working point
was chosen that yielded the same VBF signal significance ZHMDJV BF as the nominal cut-based analy-
sis one would achieve a 21.5% improvement on the VBF signal yield. Lowering the pT thresholds
which define the tag jets, does have a comparable improvement with respect to VBF signal yield,
however the gluon-gluon fusion signal contamination in the HMDJ category is much higher than
the BDT classifier would yield, as shown in Figures 5.9(b) and 5.9(d).
5.4.4 Internal parameters of the BDT
There are several internal parameters of the BDT that can potentially be adjusted, to enhance the
classification performance. The values that were recommended by ATLAS will be used throughout
the rest of this thesis but some parameters will be investigated to check that the choice of value for
each parameter will not cause any instability to the BDT performance. The parameters investigated
were:
• Learning rate of the BDT ξ, also referred to as the shrinkage.
• Number of trees (NTrees);
• Minimum event number threshold on a branch (NEventsMin);
• The number of cuts tested to maximise the GINI separation between branches (NCuts);
The values recommended by ATLAS are shown in bold in Table 5.5. Each time a parameter
was adjusted, all other parameter were fixed to the values shown in bold. The BDT was re-trained
and the performance in terms of NHMDJV BF and ZHMDJV BF was determined for a variety of Tcut values.
NEventsMin can potentially cause overtraining if it is set too small. Allowing too few events
on a signal or background leaf would increase the number of nodes and the tree becomes too
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(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF training sample (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF training sample
(c) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample (d) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample
Figure 5.9: Performance of a BDT classifier, trained with variables M j j, η j1, η j2, pT, j1, pT, j2 and
|~pT,γγ +~pT, j j| compared with the performance of the nominal cut-based selection of the HMDJ and po-
tential changes to the cut-based selection, involving lowering the pT thresholds of the tag jets.
Parameter Internal parameter values
Shrinkage 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8
NTrees 200 600 1000 1400
NEventsMin 50 100 200 400 800
NCuts 10 30 50 70 90
Table 5.5: Study of different values used for the internal configuration of the BDT (recomended values are
shown in bold). Each time a parameter is adjusted, the other parameters are fixed to the recomended values.
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(a) Training Sample (b) Testing Sample
Figure 5.10: Performance in terms of NHMDJV BF and ZHMDJV BF investigated for NEventsMin ranging between 50
and 800 events and compared with the nominal performance indicated by the black triangle. Each value
was tested on a BDT based on 6 discriminant variables M j j, η j1, η j2, pT, j1, pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j|. All
other internal parameters were set to the values recommended by ATLAS.
complex. On the other hand, if NEventsMin is too large the BDT would be too simple and the
performance would degrade. NEventsMin was investigated using the values shown in Table 5.5.
The performance from the training is shown in Figure 5.10(a) and on the independent testing
sample in Figure 5.10(b). There appears to be no gain, loss or instability in the choice of either of
these values.
The robustness of the BDT is predicted to be best providing ξ is kept at a small value. If ξ
is too large the boosting will become too sensitive to the misclassified events and overtraining
can occur. The performance is shown in Figure 5.11. The performance of the training is seen in
Figure 5.11(a), which appears to increase with ξ. However when this is tested on an independent
training sample the opposite effect occurs, which can be seen in Figure 5.11(b).
This is a clear example of overtraining. This is shown in the KS statistic, which is extremely
low relative to the other values of ξ (see Table 5.6). By eye, it is easy to see that the testing
and training distributions of Ti differ significantly for background, which is shown in Figure 5.12,
especially at high Ti and low Ti.
The NCuts parameter was investigated to see whether having a finer granularity improves the
GINI separation at each branch. Using the same BDT as before and setting the other parameters
to the recommended values, NHMDJV BF and ZHMDJV BF were determined for a variety of Tcut and the
performance of training and testing are shown in Figure 5.13. It is safe to assume that changing
NCuts adds no extra performance.
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(a) Training Sample (b) Testing Sample
Figure 5.11: Performance in terms of NHMDJV BF and ZHMDJV BF investigated for ξ ranging between 0.025 and
0.4. Each value was tested on a BDT based on 6 discriminant variables M j j, η j1, η j2, pT, j1, pT, j2 and
|~pT,γγ +~pT, j j|. All other internal parameters were set to the values recommended by ATLAS.
Parameter Value KS
signal background





















Table 5.6: KS statistics for a BDT trained and tested with variables using variables M j j, η j1, η j2, pT, j1,
pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j|. The KS shown are for different internal configurations. The values in bold are the
recommended values, each time a parameter in internal configuration is changed the other are fixed to the
recommended value (shown in bold).
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BDTG response



































TMVA overtraining check for classifier: BDTG
Figure 5.12: BDT response for each event (Ti) using variables M j j, η j1, η j2, pT, j1, pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j|.
The parameters in the internal configuration are set to the recommended values except ξ, which is set to 0.8.
(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF training sample (b) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample
Figure 5.13: Performance in terms of NHMDJV BF and ZHMDJV BF investigated for NCuts ranging between 10 and
90. Each value was tested on a BDT training using variables M j j, η j1, η j2, pT, j1, pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j|.
All other internal parameters were set to the values recommended by ATLAS.
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(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample (b) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample
Figure 5.14: Performance in terms of NHMDJV BF and ZHMDJV BF investigated for NTrees ranging between 200 and
1800. Each value was tested on a BDT training using variables M j j, η j1, η j2, pT, j1, pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j|.
All other internal parameters were set to the values recommended by ATLAS.
As the recommended choice of values for each parameter is shown to be stable and optimal,
these values will be adopted throughout the rest of this thesis.
5.4.5 Effects of Weak and η Variables on the performance of the BDT
In this section investigations are presented to
• re-visit section 5.4.1 and determine the best choice of tag jet η variables to use in the BDT;
• show that adding weak variables will not affect the performance of the BDT.
Choice of η variables
In Section 5.4.1 it was shown that η j1, η j2, |∆η j1 j2| and η j1.η j2 appeared to be powerful variables
in distinguishing the VBF signal from the data background. It was argued that because variables
|∆η j1 j2| and η j1.η j2, are correlated with each other and η j1 and η j2 that it would only be necessary
to use η j1 and η j2 and the BDT would be able to internally determine |∆η j1 j2| and η j1.η j2. This
hypothesis will be put to the test in this section.
Seven η dependent BDT classifiers have been trained. The variables chosen were M j j, pT, j1,
pT, j2 and |~pT,γγ +~pT, j j| that were decided upon in Section 5.4.1, except η j1 and η j2 have been
removed and replaced with various combinations of η j1, η j2, |∆η j1 j2| and η j1.η j2. For each BDT
the significance, contamination and amount of signal was calculated at 100 individual working
points. The relationships between significance, contamination and amount of signal have been
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demonstrated in the plots in Figure 5.15. Again the working point for the nominal cut-based work-
ing is shown by the black triangle to gauge the amount of improvement that is gained. All seven
BDTs give similar similar results. However the BDTs have marked differences when comparing
contamination and signal efficiency. All BDTs have a noticeable improvement relative to the cut-
based analysis but all the BDTs containing the |∆η j j| variable, yield a much lower gluon-gluon
fusion contamination for a given VBF signal efficiency. The BDT with variables | ~pT γγ + ~pT, j j|,
M j j, pT, j1, pT, j2 and |∆η j j| was chosen as this has the fewest variables whilst retaining an equally
good performance.
Weak Variables
In order to investigate whether adding weak discriminating variables can degrade the performance
of the classifier, the azimuthal angle of the leading tag jet (φ j1) was included in the training. The
distribution of φ j1 is uniform in both signal and background and therefore has no discriminating
power at all. When φ j1 was added to the classifier in addition to | ~pT γγ + ~pT, j j|, M j j, pT, j1, pT, j2
and |∆η j j|, there was shown to be no gain in performance or increase in cHMDJggF in both testing and
















(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF training sample (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF training sample
(c) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample (d) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample
















(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF training sample (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF training sample
(c) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample (d) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF testing sample




In this chapter optimisation of the HMDJ category was investigated by either using the cut-based
selection by loosening the pT thresholds on the tag jets or using a BDT classifier. Loosening the pT
thresholds on the tag jets increased the VBF selection efficiency in the HMDJ category but showed
little improvement in terms of signal significance. The BDT classifier demonstrated that a higher
signal significance could be achieved with VBF selection efficiency comparable to that of the cut-
based selection. In addition, the BDT is able to reduce the gluon-gluon fusion signal contamination
in the HMDJ category with respect to the cut-based selection. It was therefore decided that a BDT
will be used. The BDT that appears to be best in terms of VBF signal efficiency, VBF signal
significance and gluon-gluon fusion contamination is the BDT formed of the variables | ~pT γγ +
~pT, j j|, M j j, pT, j1, pT, j2 and |∆η j j|. In later chapters a relative measurement of the VBF and gluon-
gluon fusion cross sections will also be considered and further improvement to the BDT will be
investigated.
The internal configuration of the BDT was also checked to make sure the performance is
stable. It was shown that any deviation from the recommended values will have little effect on the
performance, so the recommended values will be used throughout.
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Chapter 6
Background and Signal Estimation for
the Measurement of R
In this chapter the procedure is setup in which to calculate the fraction, R, of Higgs boson events






where σggF and σV BF are the cross section of gluon-gluon fusion and VBF respectively. The Stan-
dard Model prediction is 0.075 [21]. This will be an extra indicator to test the Standard Model
prediction on the newly discovered Higgs-like boson. R is of particular interest because gluon-
gluon fusion and VBF are the two highest rate production mechanisms of the Higgs boson and
will also provide information on the Higgs couplings. There are fermion couplings in the gluon-
gluon fusion diagram, and weak boson couplings in the in the VBF diagram. In Section 6.1 the
methodology to extract R from the data is given. A key aspect of this methodology is determining
the amount of background in the signal region; this is described in Section 6.2. Various orders
of Bernstein polynomial functions have been investigated as potential candidates to describe the
background. In Section 6.3 the potential systematic errors associated with the background mod-
elling are investigated. In Section 6.4 R is calculated from pseudodata, to investigate the conver-
gence of the measurement method and the amount of statistical uncertainty.
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6.1 Measurement of R
The amount of signal events in the HMDJ categories and the GGFE category are used to infer R.
From Table 5.1 in Section 5.2 it is safe to assume that the leading contribution of signal events in
the HMDJ and the GGFE categories are overhelmingly VBF and gluon-gluon fusion and not other
signal sources. (99.4% in the HMDJ category and 96.4% in the GGFE category.) Therefore the
total number of signal events of each category (c) is approximated as
NSR,c = (σggFεSR,cggF +σV BFε
SR,c
V BF)LBr(H → γγ) (6.2)
where σggF(V BF) is the ggF (VBF) cross section, L is the integrated luminosity, and εSR,cggF(V BF) is the
ggF (VBF) signal selection efficiency in category c, which is determined from the signal Monte
Carlo samples used in Chapter 5, generated with mH = 125GeV. The amount of signal, NSR,cs in
the signal region is calculated by subtracting the estimated background from the total number of
events observed in the signal region, NSR,c.
NSR,cs = NSR,c−NSR,cbkg (6.3)
If the number of signal events extracted in the signal region of category c, NSR,c is known Equa-
tion 6.2 can be inverted to determine the cross sections, σ. Using both the GGFE and the HMDJ
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s − εSR,HMDJV BF NSR,GGFEs
(εSR,GGFEV BF N
SR,HMDJ
s − εSR,HMDJV BF NSR,GGFEs )+(εSR,HMDJggF NSR,GGFEs − εSR,GGFEggF NSR,HMDJs )
(6.5)
Note that this is independent of both the integrated luminosity and the H → γγ branching ratio, so
these two factors will not contribute to the uncertainty. In order to measure NSR,c the background
has to be estimated in the signal region; the procedure to do this is described in the next section.
6.2 Background Estimation in the Signal Region
6.2.1 Background Models
The amount of background is estimated by fitting a function f (mγγ;~θ) to the data which is binned
every 1 GeV in both of the sidebands (100 < mγγ < 120 GeV) and (130 < mγγ < 160 GeV) as it
is assumed the sidebands are background. The signal region is blinded so as not to let the signal
events bias the position of the fit. The function is integrated with respect to mγγ in the signal region





~θ is a set of k adjustable parameters θi i = 1, ...,k. As the data points are Poisson distributed the





nb ln fb(~θ)− fb(~θ) (6.7)
where Nbins is the total number of bins, nb is the number of data events in bin b and fb(~θ) is the
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at which point, the adjustable parameters tend to their true values.
The amount of background in the signal region, is determined as a function of the estimated
parameters ˆ~θ after the log likelihood of f (mγγ;~θ) is maximised:
ˆI = I(ˆ~θ) =
Z 130GeV
120GeV
f (mγγ; ˆ~θ)dmγγ = NSR,cbkg (6.10)













where k is the number of adjustable parameter and Vi j is the covariance matrix associated with the







The value used for ∆θk is 10% of the fit error on θk and is also obtained from TMinuit. ∆θk
is chosen so that it is not too small, so to avoid numerical errors and not too large so that non-
linearities in I(ˆ~θ) are avoided. [61]
6.2.2 Choice of Model
The function f (mγγ;~θ) is a priori, therefore one must take an educated guess of the type of function












where νb is the number of events in bin b associated with the function f (mγγ;~θ), L(~ν) is the
likelihood, associated with the function and L(ˆ~ν) is the maximum likelihood estimator. q~ν will
have a higher value for a function that fits the data well compared to that of a function which is a
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poor fit to the data.
The goodness of fit can be increased by adding more adjustable parameters. For some func-
tions, if enough parameters were added, the function would fit through each data point. However
a model of the background this complex is unlikely, given that ∼ 1σ fluctuations of the data points
would be expected above and below the function. A procedure was formalised to know when to
stop adding parameters. It was chosen to adopt the procedure described in [62], which uses a set
of “nested functions”, eg polynomials of increasing order. These functions are parametrised with
parameter set~θ.








can be calculated for increasing orders of polynomial, i.e. adding more parameters. A poor fit
(with k adjustable parameters) will correspond to an extremely low p-value meaning there is a
small probability of observing the data result assuming the fit hypothesis is true. When the p-
value > 0.2 [62], this function should adequately model the background. Ideally, the fit with the
highest p-value will be chosen but as the function gets more complex the statistical error on the
fit will also increase. An alternative choice, is to calculate another test statistic, which quantifies
the improvement a more general function with k+1 parameters has compared with a function of k





An associated p-value can be calculated for this test statistic. When the p-value > 0.2 the more
general function of k+1 parameters can be rejected with enough confidence.
6.2.3 Bernstein Polynomials
As a benchmark, the fitting procedure was carried out on the HMDJ and the GGFE categories in
the nominal cut-based categorisation. Later on, this same procedure will be applied for the BDT
categorisation. Bernstein polynomials (BP) are chosen to fit the sidebands, which are constructed
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This type of function has been chosen, so as to keep consistency with the background modelling
performed by the ATLAS collaboration, which also use Bernstein polynomials for certain cate-
gories. Bernstein polynomials, also have the advantage that they are always positive and can be
made more general by increasing the order of the polynomial, which is the same as adding param-
eters as described previously. Corresponding q~ν and p values are shown in Table 6.1 for Bernstein
polynomials functions from zeroth order to fifth order.





0th 52.8385 0.328145 20.002 ∼0 54.7997 3.31058 49
1st 32.8358 0.953454 0.0280 0.8941 59.5397 3.74956 48
2nd 32.8078 0.942193 0.0790 0.7859 60.1643 7.14322 47
3rd 32.7287 0.929683 0.9460 0.3310 61.2581 6.63137 46
4th 31.7827 0.931481 0.0330 0.8781 58.7203 6.07484 45
5th 31.7494 0.916005 - - 58.0913 9.88806 44
Table 6.1: q~ν and p(q~ν) values are shown to demonstrate the goodness of fit of Bernstein polynomials of
various orders to the data sidebands in the HMDJ category. The values of qk,k+1 and p(qk,k+1) are shown
to test for significant gain from one order to another. The expected background and associated error in the
signal region for each fit are also shown.





0th 12337.4 ∼0 11901.0 ∼0 12593.8 50.1873 49
1st 436.381 ∼0 389.622 ∼0 14263.1 60.2359 48
2nd 46.1433 0.507965 4.53500 0.03328 13244.5 75.9261 47
3rd 41.6018 0.656851 0.05700 0.82247 13104.8 99.2896 46
4th 41.5446 0.619127 0.63400 0.42628 13096.0 105.454 45
5th 41.5358 0.577805 - - 13086.2 144.91 44
Table 6.2: q~ν and p(q~ν) values are shown to demonstrate the goodness of fit of Bernstein polynomials of
various orders to the data sidebands in the GGFE category. The values of qk,k+1 and p(qk,k+1) are shown
to test for significant gain from one order to another. The expected background and associated error in the
signal region for each fit are also shown.
Using p(q~ν) obtained from all the functions, it is shown that all orders of function adequately
describe the HMDJ background and orders 2 to 5 adequately describe the GGFE background. As
already stated the statistical uncertainty on the fit increases for the higher orders as the function
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becomes more complex. It is therefore best to choose (within reason) the lowest order of Bern-
stein polynomials. The qk,k+1 and p(qk,k+1) values are also shown in Table 6.2. It is shown that
p(qk,k+1) are a acceptable value at the 1st order in the HMDJ category and 3rd order for the GGFE
category. Any higher order can be rejected because no significant gain can be obtained by making
the functions more complex.
Based on this analysis, the chosen fit functions for the background in the HMDJ and GGFE
categories are a 1st order Bernstein polynomial and a 3rd order Bernstein polynomial, respectively
(see Figure 6.1)
 [GeV]γγm
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Figure 6.1: Fits to the 13 fb−1 of data in the sidebands. The choice of function is explained in the text.
(a) First order Bernstein polynomial was chosen to fit the HMDJ category and (b) 3rd order Bernstein
polynomial was chosen to fit the GGFE category.
6.3 Potential Systematics of the Background Estimation
Recall that only half of the sideband data sample were used to train the BDT. However the whole
(inclusive) data sideband sample is used to fit the background. There is a potential, for the events
in the sideband training sample to be underestimated due to possible overtraining of the BDT (i.e.
an overtrained BDT could be more efficient than average at rejecting background events that were
originally in the training). This is illustrated in Figure 6.2 in a schematic showing the mγγ plot of
the inclusive events categorised by a BDT. It is shown that there is a higher proportion of testing
events in the sidebands.
The other half of the data sidebands (testing sample) was used to check the affect that this
has on the background estimation. This was done by fitting to the testing sideband events and the
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of showing the contribution of data sidebands events in the HMDJ or GGFE category
that were used to train the BDT (Green), compared with that of the amount of data sidebands events in the
HMDJ or GGFE category that were used to test the BDT(Blue). The relative contributions are exaggerated
for the purpose of illustration. The estimated signal (red) is extracted by subtracting the background fitted
in the signal region.
training sideband events separately for both the HMDJ and GGFE categories and then scaling to
13fb−1 (i.e. a factor of 2). This was straightforward for the fit to the HMDJ category but the GGFE
category required slight modification to the event selection. Recall that the data in GGFE category
has contributions from three subcategories “zero jet”, “one jet” and events that have two jets but
are rejected by the BDT (“two jet fail”). Since half of the original statistics from the “two jet fail”
subcategory will contribute to GGFE, half of the statistics have to be removed in the “zero jet” and
“one jet” subcategories to ensure the relative proportion of each subcategory is equivalent. This
procedure is shown in the flow chart in Figure 6.3, which is a modification of the original events
selection flow chart in Figure 5.1 with the modifications just discussed shown in yellow.
Using the BDT from Chapter 5 as an example, a working point was chosen, which yielded the
same signal yield as the nominal cut base analysis. Using this working point, the BDT yields 109
data sidebands events in the HMDJ category with the training sample and 123 with the testing
sample. Although the quantity of these events are just within statistical uncertainty, there still
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Figure 6.3: Modification to the event selection so that the integrated luminosity of the testing sub-sample
of the GGFE category is equivalent to the testing sub-sample of the HMDJ category.
could be a potential bias. The choice of fit function was therefore re-evaluated separately in the
testing and training samples, each with half the original statistics. The background estimate in the
signal region and the statistical error was then scaled by a factor of two to restore to L = 13 fb−1.
The background estimates are shown in Table 6.3. The background estimates in the signal region
are very similar. The training and the tesing subsamples agree within statistical error and therefore
a bias is ruled out from the inclusive estimate.
Another potential systematic was investigated that could have arose due to the nature of the
Bernstein polynomials functions. The concern was that for higher orders of Bernstein polynomi-
als, the function could become less monotonic, which could create a bias in the signal region. In
particular the 3rd order Bernstein polynomials has a base function which has a maximum in the
centre of the signal region, (see Figure 6.4). Given that no data points in the signal region are
included in the fit, this could enhance the total Bernstein polynomials function in the signal re-
gion and over-estimate the background in the signal region. By comparing fits to the background
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to 13fb−1 to 13fb−1
HMDJ 26.496 2.48642 52.992 23.865 2.38386 47.730 50.337
GGFE 6530.87 70.224 13061.7 6530.30 70.275 13060.6 13111.2
Table 6.3: The expected amount of background in the signal region of both the HMDJ category and the
GGFE category. The expectations are determined from fitting to the sidebands in the testing and training
samples. As both testing sample and training samples are half the 13fb−1, the results were scaled by a
factor 2 and compared with the inclusive fit, which is where the testing and training samples are combined
together.
with Bernstein polynomials of different orders (k =2,3 or 4), it has been checked that the rela-
tive magnitudes of the basis polynomials are consistant in all the fits. It was therefore considered
acceptable to proceed with Bernstein polynomials. Alternative orders of Bernstein polynomials
were used to calculate systematic uncertainties as will be described in Chapter 8.
6.4 Estimating R and its Uncertainty using Pseudodata
Now that a method of determining NSRs has been established, R can be determined. However
in order to do this, the amount of data in the signal region will have to be revealed. Since a
working point has not yet been decided upon, the signal region cannot be unblinded, as this could
potentially bias the decision. However the likely value of R that will be measured if the signal
region were to be unblinded can be investigated using MC-based ‘pseudodata’.
1,000,000 pseudodata samples (toy experiments) were generated, each toy experiment repre-
senting 13 fb−1 of data, where a value of R is calculated for each. In order to calculate R in each
toy experiment, the expected number of Higgs boson events in the signal region of each category,
c, NSR,cs,toy, has to be obtained by subtracting the expected number of background events in the signal








toy are determined from random number generation in each toy experiment. N
SR,c
bkg,toy
is determined from a Gaussian random number generator using NSR,cbkg as the mean and the statistical
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Figure 6.4: Base components for different orders of Bernstein polynomials that were fitted to the sidebands
of the HMDJ and GGFE categories.
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error obtained by the fit δNSR,cbkg as the spread of the Gaussian
NSR,cbkg,toy = Gaus(ν = N
SR,c
bkg ,σ = δN
SR,c
bkg ) (6.18)
NSR,ctoy is determined from a Poisson random number generator







using a mean value, ν, which is the sum of the VBF signal, NSR,cV BF and the gluon-gluon fusion
contribution, NSR,cggF from the SM prediction.




ggF(V BF)LBr(H → γγ) (6.20)
where the efficiency, εSR,cggF(V BF) is obtained from MC and the cross section σ
SM
ggF(V BF) is the SM
hypothesis but, in principle, alternative hypotheses can also be investigated.
The first test was to demonstrate that the value of R obtained would be consistent with the true
value of R under the SM hypothesis and 4 alternative hypotheses. Five samples of 1,000,000 toy
experiments were generated for five different cross section scenarios:
1. Assume SM σggF and σV BF cross sections and SM H → γγ branching ratio;
2. Same as 1. except σggF → σggF ×2;
3. Same as 1. except σggF → σggF/2;
4. Same as 1. except σV BF → σV BF ×2;
5. Same as 1. except σV BF → σV BF/2.
For the purpose of this demonstration, the background estimates in the signal region were deter-
mined using sideband fits to the nominal cut-based HMDJ and GGFE categories.
The values of R were binned as shown in Figure 6.5. The distributions in R that are shown in
Figure 6.5, show an asymmetry, especially for scenarios 3 and 5, where σggF and σV BF are reduced
by a factor 2.
This asymmetry can be explained by the nature of a general Poisson distribution. When ν
is a low value the distribution is asymmetrical. However for large values of ν the distribution
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Figure 6.5: Measured R with 1,000,000 toys of pseudodata on 5 different cross section hypotheses. The
Value of R in each toy is calculated from randomly generated numbers, that are consistent with the expec-
tation of signal and background for each cross section hypothesis.
becomes more Gaussian like. This effect is shown in Figure 6.6. The signal expectation value in
the HMDJ category is much smaller than the signal expectation value in the GGFE category where
it is shown there is a greater asymmetry in the distributions in Figure 6.6(b) than in Figure 6.6(a).
For the σSMggF(V BF)/2 scenarios, the impact of this asymmetry is most noticed in the HMDJ category
and is visible in the R distribution.
It is expected that with more data, the uncertainty on the R measurement will decrease. This
can be investigated with additional toy experiments at increased L . The spread of the distributions
should decrease and the peak position of R should converge to the true value of R. The five cross
section scenarios were regenerated for four alternative values of L : L = 50fb−1, 100fb−1, 200fb−1
and 400fb−1. The background is assumed to scale with the increased L and the statistical error
on the fit is assumed to scale with
√
L . The results from these alternative scenarios are shown
in Figure 6.7 and demonstrate a general trend for the spread of R to decrease and the measured
values to converge to the true values of R.






















































Figure 6.6: Amount of gluon-gluon fusion signal and VBF signal events for each toy. Each is a randomly
generated number, that are consistent with the expection of signal from each cross section hypothesis.
peak at the true value of R, at 13 fb−1 there remains a potential systematic difference between
the true value of R and the value extracted from the measurement in the data. The associated
systematic uncertainty will be quantified in Chapter 8.
6.5 Discussion
It is clear to see that using the nominal cut-based selections will result in a large statistical uncer-
tainty on R and more data will be required in order to reduce this uncertainty. The intention is now
to optimise the HMDJ category by using a multivariate analysis and working point that will result
in a smaller uncertainty and also investigate the effects of gluon-gluon fusion contamination, VBF




























(a) L = 50fb−1
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(b) L = 100fb−1
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(c) L = 200fb−1
ℜ
























(d) L = 400fb−1
Figure 6.7: Measured R with 1,000,000 toy experiments of pseudodata for 5 different cross section hy-
potheses. The value of R in each toy experiment is calculated from randomly generated numbers, that are
consistent with the expection of signal and background for each cross section hypothesis. This is shown for
various data sample sizes; (a) L = 50fb−1, (b) L = 100fb−1, (c) L = 200fb−1 and (d) L = 400fb−1.
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Chapter 7
Final Choice of BDT for the
Measurement of R
A baseline BDT classifier based on variables pT j1, pT j2, ∆η j j, M j j and |~pT γγ +~pT j j| was defined
in Chapter 5. The BDT was shown to give an improvement on the signal selection efficiency,
significance and reduced the gluon-gluon fusion contamination in the HMDJ with respect to the
nominal cut-based categorisation. The choice of working point may either favour, disfavour or be
a compromise to either one of these metrics. However, the value of R is now also desired, which,
as demonstrated in Chapter 6, has a large uncertainty because of limited statistics. A working point
which minimises the uncertainty on R is therefore also desired. An investigation is presented in
this chapter to determine which metric best improves the HMDJ selection such that the uncertainty
on R is minimised. It will be shown that the working points with high signal significance are most
likely to achieve this. A high value of ZHMDJV BF can be obtained by including additional variables
in the BDT classifier defined in Chapter 5 or by choosing a working point with lower VBF signal
efficiency.
7.1 Choice of Working Point on the Baseline BDT Classifier
Four working points (WP) were chosen from the baseline BDT classifier defined in Chapter 5,
which are shown in Figure 7.1. WP(ii) was chosen to have approximately the same signal effi-
ciency expectation as the nominal cut-based selection and WP(iv) was chosen to have approx-
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imately the same VBF signal significance as the nominal cut-based selection. Two additional
working points, WP(i) and WP(iii), were also chosen so as to better cover the relevant perfor-
mance region. The working points were chosen on the outcome of BDT using the training sample,
so not to bias the choice. It is shown in Figure 7.1(b) that the gluon-gluon fusion signal contam-
ination is reduced for working points that yield lower NHMDJV BF and higher ZHMDJV BF . The expected
yields predicted with the training sample are shown in Table 7.1.
(a) Z vs N (b) c vs N
Figure 7.1: The coloured crosses represent four possible working points on the 5 variable BDT classifier,
which predict NHMDJV BF , ZHMDJV BF and cHMDJggF from the training in four potential HMDJ categories. The black
cross shows the yields for the cut-based analysis. The values of NHMDJV BF and ZHMDJV BF are shown in (a) and the
values of NHMDJV BF , and cHMDJggF are shown in (b).
WP NHMDJV BF ZHMDJV BF cHMDJggF
Nominal 5.31 0.316 0.312
i 4.41 0.388 0.191
ii 5.36 0.357 0.243
iii 6.09 0.333 0.288
iv 6.53 0.316 0.317
Table 7.1: The values of of NHMDJV BF , ZHMDJV BF and cHMDJggF yields from the training sample for the four working
points on the 5 variable BDT classifier.
The data and MC signal events were selected using the event selection outlined in Chapter 5.
Each working point, defines a potential classifier which replaces the cuts demonstrated by the red
diamond box in Figure 5.1. The testing sample of the VBF signal were classified by the BDT
and scaled by a factor of two to rescale to 13 fb−1 as demonstrated in Chapter 6. Invariant mass
distributions were produced with the data for the resultant four HMDJ and four GGFE categories
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and functions were fitted to the sidebands using the procedure described in Chapter 6. A 1st order
Bernstein polynomial was sufficient to model the background in all HMDJ categories and a 3rd
order Bernstein polynomial for all GGFE categories. The predicted background and statistical
errors were calculated using the fit function in both categories. The signal efficiencies for gluon-
gluon fusion and VBF were determined in the signal region of each of the four resulting HMDJ












i 0.00176 0.00003 0.0918 0.0005 28.56 2.62
ii 0.00290 0.00004 0.1109 0.0006 50.34 3.44
iii 0.00416 0.00005 0.1260 0.0006 73.54 4.17
iv 0.00510 0.00006 0.1355 0.0006 91.74 4.08
Table 7.2: Expected signal efficiencies and background in the signal region of potential HMDJ categories












i 0.3755 0.0004 0.2939 0.0008 13135.3 99.4
ii 0.3744 0.0004 0.2748 0.0008 13111.2 99.3
iii 0.3731 0.0004 0.2597 0.0008 13085.1 99.3
iv 0.3722 0.0004 0.2502 0.0008 13066.5 99.2
Table 7.3: Expected signal efficiencies and background in the signal region of potential GGFE categories
defined by the classification explained in the text.
1,000,000 MC toy experiments were then generated for each working point to determine the
likely value of R that would be obtained if it were to be measured using the procedure outlined in
Chapter 6. The background in the signal region for each toy experiment was determined using a
Gaussian random number generator where the mean, ν and the standard deviation, σ were set to
NSRbkg and δNSRbkg respectively, these values are shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The amount of signal
in the signal region for each toy experiment was determined using a Poisson random number
generator where the mean, ν was set to the SM expectation corresponding to the expected signal
efficiencies shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The corresponding distributions of R, for each working
point are shown seperately in Figure 7.2. It can be seen that WP(i) has the narrowest distribution
and therefore, indicating the statistical uncertainty will be smallest if R were to be measured using
this working point.
It is desirable to choose a working point which gives the lowest statistical uncertainty on R.
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WP(ii) was chosen to minimise the uncertainty on R whilst retaining a VBF selection efficiency
comparable to the nominal cut-based selection. WP(i) would seem like the obvious working point
to choose. However the expected number of VBF signal events in the HMDJ category is already
limited, choosing WP(i) would further decrease it.
Having chosen WP(ii), the VBF signal efficiency, signal significance and gluon-gluon fusion
contamination in the HMDJ category were evaluated using the testing samples. A 5.9% improve-
ment, can be gained on signal significance with respect to the cut-based analysis and the gluon-
gluon fusion is decreased by 21.7% with respect to the cut-based analysis.
Figure 7.2: Distributions of R for the four different working points, obtained using pseudodata. The colours
of each histogram correspond to the colours of the crosses on the working points in Figure 7.1.
7.2 Improving the BDT Classifier
The results shown in the previous section would suggest that a working point which yields the
largest ZHMDJV BF is the optimal working point to choose for the best result on R. However it was
concluded that no further gain on signal significance could be gained without loss in VBF signal
efficiency with respect to the cut-based categorisation. It is however possible to increase ZHMDJV BF
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further and still retain a VBF signal yield that is comparable to that of the nominal cut-based cat-
egorisation, by including additional variables in the classifier. With more variables, the classifier
will be able to exploit more information about the signal and background to increase the separation
power.
7.2.1 BDT Classifiers with Six Variables
The baseline MVA was constructed out of the Type A variables M j j, ∆η j j, pT j1, pT j2 and |~pT,γγ +
~pT, j j| meaning that these variables provide good VBF signal-background separation and similari-
ties between the background and the gluon-gluon fusion signal. Type B variables are now added
to the classifier to investigate if any further improvement can be gained. The signal distributions of
the four Type B variables (∆φγγ, j j, pT,γ1, ∆Rγ1, j1 and pT,tγγ) are similar for that of the gluon-gluon
fusion and VBF signals, which has the potential to cause gluon-gluon fusion signal contamination
in the HMDJ.
Irrespective of this risk, the four Type B variables were added separately, producing four al-
ternative classifiers (a, b, c and d). The variables that are used for these classifiers are listed in
Table 7.4. For each classifier the values of ZHMDJV BF , NHMDJV BF and cHMDJV BF were determined for 100
working points and are shown in Figure 7.3.
A working point from classifiers a, b, c and d can be chosen to yield the same amount of VBF
signal as would be obtained from the nominal cut-based categorisation. For all these four working
point ZHMDJV BF is higher with respect to the baseline MVA and the nominal cut-based selection.
However, as predicted some classifiers increase the amount of gluon-gluon fusion contamination,
which can be seen in classifiers a, b and d. All working points that yield a compatible VBF signal
with respect to the nominal cut-based classifier, show an increase in gluon-gluon fusion signal
contamination with respect to the 5 variable BDT shown in the previous section. Even so, none of
the classifiers, a, b, c or d result in gluon-gluon fusion signal contamination that is higher than the
nominal cut-based classification, for these given working points.
The KS probabilities are all greater than 0.1, as shown in Table 7.4, indicating that there is no
sign of overtraining. Classifier a, has shown the highest signal significance, ZHMDJV BF , so this will
now be considered to provide an improved measurement on R. As classifier d has shown little
improvement with respect to ZHMDJV BF or NHMDJV BF variable ∆Rγ1, j1 will henceforth be ignored.
Although classifiers a, b and d have a higher gluon-gluon fusion signal contamination with
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Classifier Input Variables KS
Signal Background
Baseline BDT (5 variables) 0.279 0.735
a Baseline BDT + pT,tγγ 0.565 0.904
b Baseline BDT + |∆φγγ, j j| 0.321 0.999
c Baseline BDT + pT,γ1 0.357 0.986
d Baseline BDT + ∆Rγ1, j1 0.314 0.985
e Baseline BDT + pT,tγγ + ∆φγγ, j j 0.638 0.967
f Baseline BDT + pT,tγγ + pT γ1 0.575 0.704
g Baseline BDT + pT,tγγ + ∆φγγ, j j + pT γ1 0.586 0.590
Table 7.4: Variables used to train each classifier. The KS probabilities determind from the testing and
training samples is also shown (see Section 5.4.3 for details).
(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF
Figure 7.3: Training performance of classifiers which use the variables chosen for the baseline BDT classi-
fier and one of Type B variables. The performance in terms of VBF signal yield and VBF signal significance
is shown in (a) and the performance in terms of VBF signal yield and gluon-gluon fusion signal contami-
nation is shown in (b).
respect to the baseline BDT, there is still not as much contamination as there would be if the nom-
inal cut-based selection was used. Out of these three remaining BDTs, classifier a was chosen
as the best 6 variable BDT, as it gives the best signal significance for a given VBF signal effi-
ciency. Having established this, the VBF signal efficiency, signal significance and gluon-gluon
fusion contamination in the HMDJ category were evaluated using the testing samples. A 18.9%
improvement, can be gained on signal significance (5.9% for the 5 variable BDT) with respect
to the cut-based analysis and the gluon-gluon fusion is decreased by 13.6% with respect to the
cut-based analysis (21.7% for the 5 variable BDT).
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7.2.2 BDT Classifiers with More Than Six Variables
Investigations were carried out to see if any further improvement could be gained on the perfor-
mance of the BDT by including two or three additional Type B variables. The combinations of
Type B variables are shown in Table 7.4 for four additional classifiers (e, f , g and h). The KS prob-
abilities are shown for each classifier to verify that they are not over-trained. NHMDJV BF , cHMDJggF and
ZHMDJV BF were determined for 100 working points for each classifier and are shown in Figure 7.4. In
addition, classifier a and the 5 variable BDT are shown for reference. Where NHMDJV BF is fixed to
that obtained by the nominal cut-based selection slight improvement on ZHMDJV BF can be gained by
training with 7 variables and there is very little improvement by training with 8 variables. The 8
variable classifier, will therefore not be considered any further.
Out of the 7 variable BDTs, classifier f was chosen as this produced the best signal significance
without reducing the VBF signal efficiency. Using the testing sample the VBF signal efficiency,
signal significance and gluon-gluon fusion contamination in the HMDJ category were evaluated.
A 24.0% improvement, can be gained on signal significance with respect to the cut-based analysis
(5.9% for the 5 variable BDT) and the gluon-gluon fusion is decreased by 12.0% with respect to
the cut-based analysis (21.7% for the 5 variable BDT).
(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF
Figure 7.4: Training performance of classifiers which use the variables chosen for the baseline BDT classi-
fier and some additional Type B variables. The performance in terms of VBF signal yield and VBF signal
significance, ZHMDJV BF is shown in (a) and the performance in terms of VBF signal yield and gluon-gluon
fusion signal contamination is shown in (b).
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7.3 Final Choice of Working Point
A working point will now be decided upon that gives the smallest uncertainty on R. It is now
possible to choose a working point that improves the signal significance with respect to the nominal
cut-based analysis for a given signal efficiency which is comparable to the nominal cut-based
analysis. A working point was chosen with these criteria for:
• the baseline 5 variable BDT;
• the 6 variable BDT (classifier a);
• the 7 variable BDT (classifier f ).
These are shown in Figure 7.5(a) which follow the ZHMDJV BF axis from the nominal cut-based cate-
gorisation.
(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF
Figure 7.5: Working points that have been chosen to yield the same amount of VBF signal with respect to
the nominal cut-based analysis but vary in ZHMDJV BF . The nominal cut-based categorisation of events is shown
by the black cross.
WP NHMDJV BF ZHMDJV BF cHMDJggF
Nominal 5.31 0.316 0.312
5 Vars 5.36 0.357 0.243
6 Vars 5.35 0.407 0.268
7 Vars 5.35 0.416 0.273
Table 7.5: Prediction of NHMDJV BF , ZHMDJV BF and cHMDJggF yields from the training sample for the three possible




As in the previous section each working point was used to obtain mγγ distributions for the
HMDJ and GGFE categories. Background estimates in the signal region were obtained using
the same methodology as before. A 1st order Bernstein polynomial was shown to be sufficient
to model the background in all HMDJ categories and the 3rd order Bernstein polynomial for all












Nominal 0.00407 0.00005 0.1107 0.0004 59.54 3.73
5 Vars 0.00290 0.00004 0.1109 0.0006 50.34 3.44
6 Vars 0.00332 0.00004 0.1106 0.0006 39.36 3.06
7 Vars 0.00510 0.00006 0.1355 0.0006 91.74 4.08
Table 7.6: Expected signal efficiencies and background in the signal region of the HMDJ category, when












Nominal 0.3732 0.0004 0.2751 0.0006 13104.8 99.3
5 Vars 0.3744 0.0004 0.2748 0.0008 13111.2 99.3
6 Vars 0.3740 0.0004 0.2751 0.0008 13121.5 99.3
7 Vars 0.3722 0.0004 0.2502 0.0008 13066.5 99.2
Table 7.7: Expected signal efficiencies and background in the signal region of the GGFE category, when
using a categorisation defined by three working points on alternative BDT classifiers.
The distributions of R obtained with the pseudoexperiments, for each classifier are shown in
Figure 7.6.
7.4 Discussion
The 7 variable BDT is chosen because it reduces the statistical uncertainty on the measurement of
R, shown by narrow distribution in Figure 7.6. The working point on the 7 variable BDT provides
the highest VBF signal significance. 24.0% improvement with respect to the nominal cut-based
analysis and the gluon-gluon fusion contamination is reduced by 12.0%.
7.5 Results
Using the 7 variable BDT a HMDJ and GGFE is obtained. A 1st order Bernstein polynomial is
fitted to the data sidebands in the HMDJ category and a 3rd order Bernstein polynomial is fitted
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7.5 Results
Figure 7.6: The value of R predicted by random number generation for 4 alternative BDT classifiers of
alternative number of variables. The colours of each histogram correspond to the colours of the crosses on
the working point in Figure 7.5.
to the sidebands in the GGFE category. 35.1 background events were estimated in the HMDJ
category and 13124.5 events were estimated in the GGFE category. The total number of events in
the signal region of both categories are: 43 events in the HMDJ category and 13516 in the GGFE
category (see Figure 7.7 and Table 7.8).
Category NSRbkg NSR NSRs
HMDJ 35.1 43 7.9
GGFE 13124.5 13516 391.5
Table 7.8: Shown for each category: the estimated background in the signal region (NSRbkg), the number of
data events in the signal region (NSR) and the estimated signal in the signal region (NSRs ).
Using Equation 6.5 and the signal efficiencies obtained from the MC, the value of R is mea-
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-1Ldt =13 fb∫
(b) GGFE
Figure 7.7: Fits to the data sidebands only, with the data points in the signal region revealed. HMDJ
data events selected with the BDT chosen at the end of chapter 7. (a) HMDJ sidebands fitted with a 1st
order Bernstein polynomial. (b) GGFE category of data events sidebands fitted with a 3rd order Bernstein
polynomial.
assuming that the variables that R depends on are un-correlated with one another. δR is given by

























The measurement of R is
R = 0.037±0.067 (7.2)
This is consistent with the SM prediction of 0.075 within the statistical uncertainty.
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Chapter 8
Systematic Uncertainty on Event
Selection with Jets
The chosen R result is dependent on two main systematic uncertainties: the selection of signal and
background events in the HMDJ and GGFE categories, and the estimate of the amount of signal
in each of those categories. The main systematic effects are considered in the following sections.
For each systematic effect considered R is recalculated using alternative methods of measure. The
uncertainty for each contributions Reffectsyst is defined here as half the difference between the highest
value of R measured for a given effect (ReffectMax ) and the lowest value of R measure for a given
effect (ReffectMin )
2×δReffectsyst = |ReffectMax −ReffectMin | (8.1)
8.1 Background Modelling
The background estimate is dependent on the fit function to the data sidebands, therefore the
choice of function potentially can affect the result of R. In this section alternative orders of the




8.1.1 Different orders of Bernstein Polynomial
The criteria to choose the best Bernstein polynomial for the background estimate were described
in Chapter 5. Fits to the data points are shown in Figure 8.1. It was decided upon to use a 3rd order
Bernstein polynomial to model the background for the GGFE category and a 1st order Bernstein
polynomial for the HMDJ category. Higher and lower order Bernstein polynomials would have
fitted the data just as well given as the values of qνˆ and p(qνˆ) were still acceptable. These values
are shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.
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Figure 8.1: Various orders of Bernstein polynomial function fitted to the data sidebands for (a) the HMDJ
category, and (b) the GGFE category.
Ord. q~ν p(qνˆ) NSRbkg
0th 50.5 0.375 33.4
1st 47.6 0.447 35.1
2nd 47.4 0.416 37.0
Table 8.1: The quality of fits (quantified by q~ν and p(qνˆ)) for 0th, 1st and 2nd Bernstein polynomials as fit
functions to the data sidebands of the HMDJ category.
Ord. q~ν p(qνˆ) NSRbkg
2nd 46.2 0.507 13268.4
3rd 41.4 0.667 13124.5
4th 41.3 0.630 13114.0
Table 8.2: The quality of fits (quantified by q~ν and p(qνˆ)) are shown for 2nd , 3rd and 4th Bernstein polyno-
mials as fit functions to the data sidebands of the GGFE category.
Although the fits are still adequate, it is shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 that different orders in
both categories give different background estimates and will therefore affect the calculation of R.
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8.1 Background Modelling
Three values of R have been calculated with different background estimates using:
• a 0th order Bernstein polynomial to fit the data sidebands of the HMDJ data points;
• a 2nd order Bernstein polynomial to fit the data sidebands of the HMDJ data points;
• a 2nd order Bernstein polynomial to fit the data sidebands of the GGFE data points;
• a 4th order Bernstein polynomial to fit the data sidebands of the GGFE data points.
The effects are shown in Table 8.3. The systematic uncertainty due to the choice of Bernstein
polynomial order is
δROrd.syst = 0.028 (8.2)
See also Figure 8.2.
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Ord. Ri δRstat |Ri−R|
Chosen 0.037 0.067 -
0th HMDJ 0.046 0.067 0.009
2nd HMDJ 0.021 0.078 0.025
2nd GGFE 0.076 0.110 0.039
4th GGFE 0.036 0.065 0.001
Table 8.3: R is shown for when different orders of Bernstein polynomials are fitted to the HMDJ or the





































Figure 8.2: Measurement of R for alternative choices of Bernstein polynomial order. Error bars show the
statistical uncertainty for each measurement. δROrd.syst . The extracted systematic uncertainty is shown by the
dashed horizontal lines between the highest and lowest measurement of R.
8.1.2 Different Types of Function
As well as Bernstein polynomials, it was also shown for the ATLAS H→ γγ analysis that various
exponential polynomials ePol(x) can be used to model the background. A standard exponential
function and exponential of a 2nd order polynomial were both fitted to the sidebands of the HMDJ
data points and the GGFE data points [47]. The respective values of qνˆ and p(qνˆ) are shown in
Tables 8.4 and 8.5, where it is shown that the values of qνˆ in the GGFE category are similar to
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Function q~ν p(qνˆ) NSRbkg
1st Ord. BP 47.617 0.447 35.121
eαx+β 47.703 0.444 34.681
eαx
2+βx+γ 47.204 0.423 38.062
Table 8.4: The quality of fits (quantified by q~ν and p(qνˆ)) for alternative functions fitted to the data side-
bands of the HMDJ category.
Function q~ν p(qνˆ) NSRbkg
3rd Ord. BP 41.365 0.667 13124.491
eαx+β 43.110 0.673 13200.877
eαx
2+βx+γ 41.833 0.686 13120.967
Table 8.5: The quality of fits (quantified by q~ν and p(qνˆ)) for alternative functions fitted to the data side-
bands of the GGFE category.
that of the 3rd order Bernstein polynomial that was fitted to the data in the GGFE category and
the values of qνˆ in the HMDJ category are similar to that of the 1st order Bernstein polynomial
that was fitted to the data in the HMDJ category. It is shown in Figure 8.3 that the shapes of the
exponential functions compared with Bernstein polynomials are slightly different in the HMDJ
category and may therefore have a systematic impact on the background estimate.
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Figure 8.3: Various functions fitted to the data sidebands for (a) the HMDJ category, and (b) the GGFE
category.
The fit function should be chosen on the basis of the quality of the fit, so as to not cause any
bias to the overall result. Given that the quality of exponential polynomial fits are comparable
to that of the Bernstein polynomials, there is no reason for this analysis to prefer the exponential
function over the Bernstein function. As a cross check, four values of R have been calculated with
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8.2 Various mH Signal Samples
Function Ri δRstat |Ri−R|
Chosen 0.037 0.067 -
eαx+β HMDJ 0.041 0.067 0.004
eαx
2+βx+γ HMDJ 0.012 0.065 0.025
eαx+β GGFE 0.054 0.083 0.017
eαx
2+βx+γ GGFE 0.037 0.064 0.000
Table 8.6: R for when different functions are fitted to the data sidebands in the HMDJ or the GGFE cate-
gory. The statistical uncertainty and the deviation from the chosen result (R) is shown for each alternative
measurement.
different background estimates using:
• a eαx+β function to fit the data sidebands of the HMDJ category;
• a eαx2+βx+γ function to fit the data sidebands of the HMDJ category;
• a eαx+β function to fit the data sidebands of the GGFE data category;
• a eαx2+βx+γ function to fit the data sidebands of the GGFE category.
The effects are shown in Table 8.6. Since it was decided not to use these functions and δRFunc.syst
is comparable to that of δROrd.syst (see Figure 8.2) it was decided not to include δRFunc.syst in the total
contribution.
8.2 Various mH Signal Samples
The MC signal samples that were used to train the MVA classifier were generated with a Higgs
boson mass of mH = 125 GeV. However, the mass of the Higgs boson being analysed hasn’t yet
been determined exactly, so training with these samples could have biased the result. To ensure
that there is no bias, the classifier has been re-trained with a MC signal sample of mH = 120 GeV,
and again re-trained with a MC signal sample of mH = 130 GeV. Everything else in the training
was kept in the exact same way as previously described. The two classifiers above were then tested
using the same signal and background testing samples that were used to test the chosen BDT, with
mH = 125 GeV. The VBF signal yields, gluon-gluon fusion contamination and significance in the
HMDJ (NHMDJV BF , ZHMDJV BF and cHMDJggF ) were then calculated for a variety of working points and the
ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF and the cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF curves are shown in Figure 8.4. For reference, the
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8.2 Various mH Signal Samples
(a) ZHMDJV BF vs NHMDJV BF (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF
Figure 8.4: Performance of BDT on the testing sample, which was trained using VBF signal samples of
mH = 120 GeV and mH = 130 GeV. (a) ZHMDJV BF vs cHMDJggF and (b) cHMDJggF vs NHMDJV BF .
Training Mass NHMDJV BF ZHMDJV BF cHMDJggF
mH = 120GeV 5.31869 0.423838 0.288388
mH = 125GeV 5.31105 0.434425 0.288282
mH = 130GeV 5.35109 0.416128 0.272978
Table 8.7: NHMDJV BF , ZHMDJV BF and cHMDJggF for working points where the BDT has been trained separately for
signal samples generated with a Higgs mass of 120 GeV, 125 GeV and 130 GeV.
performance of the chosen MVA is also shown in Figure 8.4. The working points that were chosen
(WP120 and WP130), were the ones that yielded a similar performance to that of the working point
from the mH = 125 GeV training (WP125). The yields that were obtained from the training sample
are shown in Table 8.7. Using the selection criteria of WP120 and WP130 one obtains alternative
HMDJ and GGFE categories that were fitted with functions to estimate the background in the
signal region. It was evaluated that a 1st order Bernstein polynomial best fitted the sideband data
points in the HMDJ category and a 3rd order Bernstein polynomial best fitted the sideband data
points in the GGFE category. R has been re-calculated for these working points and the relative
variation on R is shown in Table 8.8 and Figure 8.5.
It is shown in Figure 8.5 that the central measured value of R (mH = 125 GeV) is the low-
est measured value, however the statistical error bars are fairly large. The variation in the R
measurements is therefore likely to be of statistical origin. Irrespective of this, the associated sys-
tematic δRmHsyst is conservatively estimated to be half the difference between the highest value of R
(mH = 120GeV) and the lowest value of R(mH = 125 GeV).
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δRmHsyst = 0.019 (8.3)
Working Point Ri δRstat |Ri−R|
Chosen 0.037 0.067 -
WP 120 GeV 0.074 0.074 0.037
WP 130 GeV 0.056 0.071 0.019
Table 8.8: Individual R values measured (Ri) using BDTs trained separately with signal samples with a
Higgs mass of 120 GeV, 125 GeV or 130 GeV. The statistical uncertainty (δRstat) and the deviation from
the nominal R value are also shown for each alternative measurement.















Figure 8.5: Measurements of R obtained with BDTs trained separately for signal samples with a Higgs mass
of 120 GeV, 125 GeV (nominal) and 130 GeV. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty for each measure-
ment. δRmHsyst is indicated by the horizontal dashed lines between the highest and lowest measurements of
R.
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8.3 Jet Energy Scale (JES) and Jet Energy Resolution (JER) Uncer-
tainties
The energy of the jets is calibrated using the EM+JES scheme and the jet energy resolution is also
corrected to agree with MC. Both of these effects have associated uncertainties (refer to Section 4).
Since measurements of the jet energy play an important role in event classification (pT, j1, pT, j2,
and M j j are used for the HMDJ classification), knowing the uncertainty affects how many signal
events can potentially get selected into one category or another.
8.3.1 JES Uncertainty
The uncertainty is calculated in− situ taking into account the correlations of the systematic pa-
rameters. The uncertainty due to each JES is determined using the follow recipe. The event
categorisation is run as normal and will yield of Nc signal events in each category. The categori-
sation was then repeated but this time after the E jet and pT, jet of the jets were scaled up by and




pnewT, jet = p
old
T, jet(1+u) (8.5)
This will be referred to as JESup. This will now yield a different number of signal events for each
category NcJESup. The categorisation was repeated again but this time after the E jet and pT, jet of




pnewT, jet = p
old
T, jet(1−u) (8.7)
yielding NcJESup signal events for each category.
The response of the jets as discussed in Section 4.2 can be affected by a variety of factors:
• Baseline overall measurement of the JES uncertainty;
• High |η| different amount of material and technology means that the jet response can vary
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depending on its direction. Since forward jets are used in this analysis the uncertainty is
largely dependent on this;
• Flavour the jet response can vary depending on whether the fragmentation was initiated by
quarks or gluons;
• µ the jet response can vary depending on mean number of interactions per crossing;
• NPV the jet response can vary with respect to the number of primary vertices in the bunch
crossing;
• b-Jet the jet response can vary depending on whether the fragmentation was initiated by a
b-quark;
• Close-by the jet response can vary depending on whether the jet is close (in ∆R) to another
jet.
By way of example, the effects of u on pT, j1 and pT, j2 from the forward component (“high |η|”)
of the calculation are shown in Figures 8.6(a) and 8.6(b) for the barrel region |η| < 2.5 and Fig-
ures 8.6(c) and 8.6(d) for the jets in the end caps. These plots show pT binned for every event in
the VBF signal MC which contain at least two tag jets where the pT thresholds have been lowered
to 15 GeV. The black lines show the pT thresholds for normal tag jet classification. In the JES
downward scaling, the green distribution is skewed to lower energies indicating that more events
would be less likely to have two tag jets and therefore HMDJ events would be more likely to be
selected into the GGFE category. In the JES upward scaling, the distribution is skewed to higher
energies and the opposite effect occurs.
The systematic uncertainty, α due to upwards and downwards scaling is given by the difference





αJESup is shown in Table 8.9, αJESdown is shown in Table 8.10.
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(d) pT, j2 |η|>2.5
Figure 8.6: Effect of the jet energy scale systematic uncertainty on the distributions of the pT of the tag
jets in the signal. The distributions are shown without correction (“nominal”) as well as with the jet energy
scalings described in the text. (a) Leading jet in the barrel, (b) Subleading jet in the barrel, (c) Leading jet
in the end-caps and (d) Subleading jet in the end-caps.
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JESup HMDJ GGFE
ggF VBF ggF VBF
Baseline 0.097 0.068 -0.001 -0.019
High |η| 0.101 0.077 -0.001 -0.014
Flavour 0.093 0.057 -0.000 -0.005
µ 0.018 0.020 -0.000 -0.003
NPV 0.014 0.012 -0.000 -0.000
b-jet 0.000 0.000 -0.001 -0.017
Close by jets 0.010 0.008 -0.000 -0.002
Table 8.9: α shown for various jet energy scale contributions when the energies on the jets is scaled up for
the VBF and gluon-gluon fusion production mechanisms, in both HMDJ and GGFE categories.
JESdown HMDJ GGFE
ggF VBF ggF VBF
Baseline -0.079 -0.042 0.001 0.013
High |η| -0.089 -0.052 0.001 0.012
Flavour -0.081 -0.042 0.000 0.001
µ -0.011 -0.001 0.000 0.001
NPV -0.012 -0.004 0.000 0.000
b-jet -0.000 -0.000 0.001 0.011
Close by jets -0.012 -0.006 0.000 0.002
Table 8.10: α shown for various jet energy scale contributions when the energies on the jets is scaled down
for the VBF and gluon-gluon fusion production mechanisms, in both HMDJ and GGFE categories.
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Using the scaled efficiencies R has been recalculated. The resulting values of R from αJESup
are shown in Table 8.11 and the resulting values of R from αJESdown are shown in Table 8.12 (see
also Figure 8.7). The systematic uncertainty due to the jet energy scale is:
δRJESsyst = 0.006 (8.9)
see Figure 8.7.
JESup Ri δRstat |Ri−R|
Chosen 0.037 0.067 -
Baseline 0.032 0.063 0.005
High |η| 0.032 0.063 0.005
Flavour 0.033 0.064 0.004
µ 0.036 0.066 0.001
NPV 0.037 0.066 0.000
b-jet 0.038 0.067 0.001
Close by jets 0.037 0.067 0.005
Table 8.11: R, statistical uncertainty and relative systematic error on R for various jet energy scale contri-
butions when the energy of the jets is scaled up.
JESdown Ri δRstat |Ri−R|
Chosen 0.037 0.067 -
Baseline 0.041 0.070 0.004
High |η| 0.043 0.071 0.006
Flavour 0.042 0.070 0.005
µ 0.038 0.067 0.001
NPV 0.038 0.068 0.001
b-jet 0.038 0.067 0.001
Close by jets 0.038 0.068 0.001
Table 8.12: R, statistical uncertainty and relative systematic error on R for various jet energy scale contri-
butions when the energy of the jets is scaled down.
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Figure 8.7: Measurement of R for JESup and JESdown. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty for each
measurement. δRJESsyst is shown by the dashed horizontal lines between the highest and the lowest values
obtained.
8.3.2 JER Uncertainty
The jet energy resolution uncertainty is calculated using in-situ techniques, the total systematic
uncertainty on the event selection is calculated in a similar way to the jet energy scale. The pT
and E of the jets are smeared by a factor u, which is obtained from a Gaussian random number




pnewT, jet = p
old
T, jet(1+u) (8.11)
The effects of JER uncertainties on the HMDJ category and the GGFE category for the gluon-
gluon fusion and VBF signals are summarised in Table 8.13 . δRJER.syst is calculated as 0.001.
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Table 8.13: α is calculated due to the jet energy resolution for the VBF and gluon-gluon fusion production
mechanisms, in both HMDJ and GGFE categories.
8.4 Other Signal Contributions
Another systematic uncertainty may arise from the VH and ttH signal contributions, that are not
completely negligible. Assuming SM predictions, the VH and ttH signal contributions will account
for 3.6% and 0.6% of the signal in the GGFE and HMDJ categoies, respectively. The value of R
was then re-calculated under the assumption that these additional contributions were additional
backgrounds and could be subtracted off. δRV H,ttHsyst was calculated as 0.003.
8.5 Uncertainty due to Limited Data
In Section 6.4, toy MC experiments were used to investigate the measurement of R with 13 fb−1
of data. 1,000,000 toy experiments were generated for each one of five different scenarios with
alternative cross sections for gluon-gluon fusion and VBF. The distributions of the resulting R
values are shown in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that the distributions are not necessarily symmetric,
and that they centre approximately (but not exactly) on the true value of R. A potential systematic
uncertainty is therefore associated with this effect. In the same section it was verified that, as
expected, increasing the size of the data set will reduce this systematic effect. With larger data
sets, the distributions become more symmetric and their centre will converge on to the true value
of R. Nevertheless, as the present measurement is obtained from a limited data set of 13 fb−1 the
corresponding systematic uncertainty has to be quantified.
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty, three scenarios were investigated:
1. Assume the SM gluon-gluon fusion and VBF cross sections and SM H → γγ branching
ratio;
2. Same as 1 except σggF → σggF ×1.6;
3. Same as 1 except σV BF → σV BF ×1.7.
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Scenario Rtrue Rpeak Rmed Rpeak−Rtrue Rmed −Rtrue
1 0.075 0.037 0.060 -0.038 -0.015
2 0.048 0.031 0.046 -0.017 -0.002
3 0.121 0.070 0.104 -0.051 -0.016
Table 8.14: Peak and median values associated with the distributions of 1,000,000 MC toy experiments for
3 alternative scenarios of cross sections. The difference between these values and the true value of R is also
shown.
Scenario 1 has been chosen as recent ATLAS measurements [24, 28, 26] show that the observ-
able properties of the Higgs boson are consistent with the Standard Model prediction. However,
although the measurements are consistent with the Standard Model within the experimental un-
certainties, Scenarios 2 and 3 were also investigated, based on the signal strength measurements
(µ) of various production mechanisms. These results were as follows
µggF+ttH × BBSM = 1.6±
0.3
0.3 (stat)±0.30.2 (syst)




[24], where B is the diphoton branching fraction.
For each of these scenarios 1,000,000 toy experiments were run. The optimised MVA working
point that was determined in Section 7.3 was used for all scenarios. The distributions of the toy
experiments for these scenarios are shown in Figure 8.8 with the centre (median) positions and
peak positions for each distribution1. An asymmetry is observed in each distribution, and as a
consequence the median and peak positions are not equivalent. The comparison between the true
R (Rtrue) value in each scenario, with the median (Rmed) and peak position (Rpeak) is shown in
Table 8.14.
Due to the asymmetric nature of the distributions, the estimated systematic uncertainty is taken
to be half the difference between the median and the true value of R. To be conservative the
maximum difference is chosen, which occurs in Scenario 3. The uncertainty due to this effect is
therefore
δRLsyst = 0.008 (8.13)
1The peak position was estimated by fitting a Gaussian function to five bins either side of the central bin.
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Figure 8.8: Distributions of R with 1,000,000 toys of pseudodata of 3 different cross section scenarios.
The Value of R in each toy is calculated from randomly generated numbers that are consistent with the
expectation of signal and background for each cross section scenario and using the chosen MVA working
point.
8.6 Total Systematic Uncertainty
Out of all the contributions considered, the largest effect was due to the choice of Bernstein poly-
nomial order. Using all of the contributions the total systematic effect is calculated by adding
together in quadrature:
δRsyst = δROrd.syst ⊕δRmHsyst ⊕δRJESsyst ⊕δRJERsyst ⊕δRLsyst ⊕δRV H,ttHsyst






The Higgs boson is the last remaining particle in the Standard Model to be found. A new boson has
recently been observed displaying properties that are consistent with the Standard Model Higgs
boson. It is important to measure the production rates of the Higgs boson, as this will unlock
information about the couplings to other particles, as explained in Chapter 1. This thesis has
investigated reoptimising the event selection, to categorise the H → γγ events that are produced by
the VBF processes.
The original category developed by ATLAS to be enriched in VBF events (the HMDJ category)
was a cut-based approach. The studies in Chapter 5 showed that the amount of signal expected in
this category is limited, and at the same time many background events and nearly as much gluon-
gluon fusion signal was contaminating this category. In this thesis a boosted decision tree (BDT)
was investigated to improve on this categorisation scheme. Using five input variables (pT j1, pT j2,
∆η j j, M j j and |~pT,γγ + ~pT, j j|) in the BDT, an improvement on the selection performance was
achieved with respect to the cut-based approach. The VBF signal efficiency increased by 22.6%,
for a significance similar to that of the cut-based approach. The significance increased by 5.9%,
for a VBF signal efficiency similar to that of the cut-based approach and at the same time, the
contamination from the gluon-gluon fusion signal was decreased by 21.7%.
The VBF rate relative to the VBF and gluon-gluon fusion rates (R) was measured to check
for consistency with the Standard Model. The amount of signal from the HMDJ category and a
category rich in gluon-gluon fusion H → γγ events (the GGFE category) were required. This was
obtained using a background subtraction method described in Chapter 6. It was shown a 1st order
137
Bernstein polynomial best fit the background distribution in the HMDJ category and a 3rd order
polynomial polynomial best fit the background distribution in the GGFE category.
In Chapter 7, it was demonstrated with pseudodata experiments that a HMDJ category which
gives a higher VBF signal significance is likely to measure R with a lower statistical uncertainty.
The pseudodata experiments also showed that the statistical uncertainty is large with the amount
of data currently available. To improve the measurement of R it was decided to increase the VBF
signal significance by including additional variables pT,tγγ and pT,γ1. This new BDT provided
an improvement in VBF signal significance by 24.0% relative to the cut-based analysis and still
selects 12.0% less gluon-gluon fusion signal than the cut-based approach.
The appropriate measurement procedures were investigated in chapter 8 to assess the system-
atic uncertainty. R is measured as
R = 0.037±0.067(stat)±0.035(syst)
to be compared with a Standard Model prediction of R = 0.075. Various measurements have been
carried out by ATLAS on this new particle, such as decay channel rates, spin measurements and
mass measurements. All results have shown that this new particle is consistent with a Higgs boson
as predicted by the Standard Model within the current precision of the tests. The measurement of
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